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ABSTRACT
DISSECTING REGULATORY MECHANISMS OF COMA-DEPENDENT AND
COMA-INDEPENDENT QUORUM SENSING PATHWAYS IN BACILLUS
SUBTILIS

SEPTEMBER 2018

EMILY M. ROY

B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Kevin Griffith

Virtually all living organisms are capable of sensing individuals within a population
and communicating amongst themselves to coordinate group behavior. This group
coordination holds true for all living organisms, from multi-cellular organisms like humans
down to the single-celled microbes including bacteria. In order to survive in everchanging
environments, bacteria have developed strategies to determine their current surroundings
and communicate with individuals in the population to respond to environmental changes.
Bacteria have many different forms of communication similar to the many different human
languages. These signals are used to coordinate a variety of biological processes in a
density-dependent manner in a process referred to as quorum sensing.
vi

Chapter 1 provides an introduction into the mechanisms used by bacteria to regulate
quorum sensing including different regulatory strategies, use of cell-cell signaling
molecules by gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, and strategies to disrupt the
quorum response in a process called quorum quenching. A heavy emphasis is placed on
the molecular mechanisms used by Bacillus subtilis to regulate a variety of biological
processes during the quorum response.
Chapter 2 focuses on a detailed study to dissect the molecular mechanisms Rap
regulatory proteins use to modulate the activity of the transcriptional activator ComA.
Using genetic approaches, we identified additional Rap regulatory proteins that regulate
ComA and identified the distinct surfaces on ComA that Class I and Class II Rap regulatory
proteins use to modulate ComA activity. From this work, we were able to classify Rap
regulatory proteins into Class I, Class II, and Class III anti-activators of ComA.
Chapter 3 describes work to identify additional quorum sensing pathways that
function independently of ComA. To begin to identify these molecules, conditioned media
was generated and added back to low-cell density cultures and the changes in gene
transcription were analyzed. We identified a novel iron acquisition activity present in
conditioned media made from domesticated wild type B. subtilis. This iron acquisition
activity is outcompeted by bacillibactin and enterobactin, two siderophores produced by
undomesticated B. subtilis and E. coli, respectively. Finally, we identify the highly
conserved EfeUOB pathway as required for uptake of this iron acquisition activity.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO QUORUM SENSING AND DENSITY-DEPENDENT
REGULATION OF BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES

1.1 Advantages of group versus autonomous behavior
In society, individuals work together and have a distinct division of labor in order
to accomplish modern day tasks. For example, a person alone cannot build a house; rather
it requires a team of laborers each with specialized tasks and skillsets. Moreover,
individual laborers must communicate with one another to coordinate their individual
tasks at specified times during the project in order to accurately complete the house. For
example, an excavator operator, skilled in moving dirt, must first come in and prepare the
site for the foundation laborers. Once the foundation is poured, framers are called to the
jobsite to construct the building. Next the plumbers, electricians, and other trades
complete the work inside the structure until the house is complete.
Communication is critical for summoning the next trade to the jobsite at the
appropriate time in order to accurately complete the project. The foreman would not want
painters on the jobsite without first having the foundation poured, the walls erected, and
drywall installed. Moreover, a distinct division of labor is critical for the success of the
project. Chances are a backhoe operator, skilled at operating heavy equipment required to
move dirt around, would not be qualified to install the plumbing in the house. Similarly,
for obvious reasons, one would not want the painter to do electrical work. Thus, every
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trade has a distinct task or division of labor that they utilize to work together as a group to
complete the task of building a house.
Single-celled organisms, like bacteria, use this same level of coordination to
survive in complex environments. They need to be able to sense and adapt to their
environment around them. While historically believed to be singular organisms, studies
over the last fifty years have shown that bacteria can work together to coordinate group
behavior, similar to trades building a house. Through the use of cell-cell signaling
molecules, individual bacteria can communicate with the population to coordinate
behavior as a group.
A popular example of coordinated group behavior is the bioluminescence of
Vibrio fischeri, where bacteria emit light when they are in a large enough group. V.
fischeri live in the light organ of squid in a symbiotic relationship, and there must be
enough bacteria present in order to emit enough light to be effective (Nealson and
Hastings 1979). By emitting this light, V. fischeri offer the squid counter-illumination
from the moonlight above, protecting the squid by making it invisible to predators below.
In return, the bacteria have a safe place to live with plenty of nutrients and lack of
predators. One individual bacterial cell producing light would not be enough to be
beneficial to either organism. By coordinating light emission with population density, the
bacteria are capable of producing enough light to protect the squid and the squid, in turn,
provides the bacteria with an environment to grow and thrive.
While quorum sensing activities can be uniform, as is the case with
bioluminescence, they can also coordinate a response within a subpopulation of cells. For
example, during competence development, which will be discussed in great detail
2

throughout this dissertation, only ~1% of cells are capable of taking up extracellular
DNA. Since not all DNA is beneficial and some DNA could encode toxic gene products,
it is against the best interest of the population for every individual to take up DNA.
Therefore, the population as a whole “hedges its bets” at survival by only allowing a
subpopulation of individuals to enter competence state. On the other hand, if the
extracellular DNA contains gene products that enable bacteria to out-perform its
competition or occupy a new niche, that subpopulation now has an advantage over the
rest of the population.

1.2 Early observations of group behavior
Historically, bacteria were considered to be single celled, autonomous organisms
that are unaffected by the presence of neighboring organisms around them. Eukaryotic
cells were considered to be more complex and have the ability to interact with individuals
within a population and the environment. The discovery of bioluminescent bacteria
showed that bacteria could work together, but it was assumed to be a highly specialized
case. Three classical discoveries set the stage for studies of quorum sensing and shed
light onto the observation that individual bacteria within a population are not acting
autonomously; rather, there is a communication, a division of labor, and specialization
that occurs within a microbial population. These discoveries are bioluminescence in
Vibrio fischeri, fruiting body formation in Myxococcus xanthus, and competence
development in Streptococcus pneumoniae.
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Figure 1.1. LuxIR quorum sensing system in gram-negative Vibrio fischeri. luxI
is the gene encoding for the AHL signaling peptide. AHL is constantly produced by
the cell but at low cell density, there is not enough signaling molecules to elicit a
response (left). At high cell density, there is enough AHL outside and inside the
cell, LuxR binds to AHL and the complex binds to the lux box, activating
transcription. luxI and luxR are activated by the LuxR-AHL complex, creating a
positive feedback loop. (Figure adapted from Li and Nair 2012)
1.2.1 Vibrio fischeri
In the 70s, Vibrio fischeri and Vibrio harveyi were demonstrated to have the
ability to produce light via luciferase (Miller and Bassler 1991, Nealson and Hastings
1979). In these organisms, the signaling pathway for bioluminescence was originally
thought to be similar to the electron transport chain, where electrons from reduced
substrates flow to oxygen and reduced flavin (Nealson and Hastings 1979). Studies
showed that autoinducer was responsible for coordinating luminescence with population
density (Rosson and Nealson 1979, Hastings and Ulitzur 1979, Figure 1.1). At low-cell
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density, low levels of luxI are transcribed and an acyl homoserine lactone (AHL)
signaling peptide is produced. AHL has the ability to freely diffuse in and out of the cell.
At high-cell density, there is sufficient AHL to bind to response regulator LuxR. LuxRAHL binds to the lux box promoter region, activating transcription of luxI, luxR, and the
rest of the lux operon, resulting in light emission (Li and Nair 2012, Miller and Bassler
2001). V. fischeri are found in the light producing organ of some squid. This organ
protects the bacteria and allows autoinducer to accumulate. Since autoinducer can freely
pass through the membrane, the accumulation inside and outside the cell is the same
(Miller and Bassler 2001).

1.2.2 Myxococcus xanthus
In 1977, Bretscher and Kaiser demonstrated that Myxococcus xanthus forms
fruiting bodies when transferred from nutrient rich media to nutrient poor media.
Specifically, M. xanthus needs leucine, isoleucine, methionine, and valine to continue
actively growing, otherwise it will begin to form fruiting bodies (Bretscher and Kaiser
1977). It was also demonstrated that M. xanthus forms distinct spores, within fruiting
bodies, under starvation conditions (Rosenbluh and Rosenberg 1989). For cells to create
spore-filled fruiting bodies, they must be at a high-cell density, on a solid surface, and
under starvation conditions (Jelsbak and Sogaard-Andersen 2003). To coordinate this
activity, M. xanthus uses A-signal and C-signal (Figure 1.2, Kaiser 2004). A-signal is
released as cells grow and divide and the concentration is proportional to cell growth. A
depletion of certain nutrients leads to a build-up of ppGpp in the cell. High levels of
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ppGpp signal the cell to stop replicating DNA, gene transcription, and other processes,
and more A-signal is produced (Figure 1.2A, Kaiser 2004).

Figure 1.2. Myxococcus xanthus cell-cell signaling. A. The A-signal pathway
consists of a processed A-signal interacting with SasS histidine kinase, which
activates SasR, transcriptional activator. ppGpp responds to nutrient limitation. SasR
and ppGpp levels regulate transcriptional initiation of fruiting body formation. B. The
C-signal exported from the cell where it is cleaved by proteases. It is then recognized
by other cells’ C-signal receptor. This elicits a response in the cell that upregulates Csignal production and initiates sporulation. (Figure modified from Kaiser 2004).
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A-signal is sensed by the membrane-spanning histidine kinase SasS, that, in turn,
activates the response regulator SasR. ppGpp concentration, along with SasR, can
activate transcription of A-signal and starvation genes (Figure 1.2A, Kaiser 2004). These
two signals work together to initiate either spore-filled fruiting body formation.
While A-signal controls the decision to begin the fruiting body formation, Csignal initiates sporulation. The gene csgA is produced in the cell, exported, and then
cleaved by extracellular proteases to become C-signal (Kaiser 2004). C-signal is
presented along the short end of the cell, where it is sensed by receptors on other cells
(Figure 1.2B, Kaiser 2004). This direct hand off method ensures that C-signal is not
sensed by the cell that produced it and it ensures the proper spatial arrangement of cells to
form a fruiting body (Jelsbak and Sogaard-Andersen 2003). C-signal is not sensed by
motile cells as they cannot line up in this fashion (Jelsbak and Sogaard-Andersen 2003).
Only a small percentage of the cell population, approximately 1-15%, completes the
process to generate spore-filled fruiting bodies (Rosenbluh and Rosenberg 1989, Kaiser
2004). Only a small number of cells form these fruiting bodies in response to nutrient
availability. As it is possible that the nutrient limitation is transient, it is best for only
some cells to spend the resources to form fruiting bodies, while others continue using
gliding motility to find food.

1.2.3 Streptococcus pneumoniae
In 1931, genetic competence was discovered in Streptococcus pneumoniae while
studying mouse infection models (Dawson and Sia 1931). The competence state occurs
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during exponential growth and cells take up DNA regardless of sequence or species of
origin (Miller and Bassler 2001). Competence signaling peptide (CSP) is an unmodified

Figure 1.3. Competence development in Streptococcus pneumoniae. CSP
signaling molecule is generated from comC and secreted into the environment
via ComAB. CSP activates histidine kinase ComD, which, in turn, activates the
response regulator ComE. ComE~P, along with ComX, activates transcription of
many structural genes responsible for genetic competence development, as well
as generating a positive feedback loop on comCDE and comAB (Figure modified
from Lee and Morrion 1999).
amino acid peptide produced from the precursor peptide ComC and it controls
competence development (Figure 1.3, Miller and Bassler 2001). Processed CSP is
secreted through the ComAB ABC transporter and then detected by the ComD sensor
kinase at high-cell density (Miller and Bassler 2001, Pestova et al. 1996). ComD is a
histidine kinase, which auto-phosphorylates when activated by high levels of CSP. The
phosphoryl group is transferred to the response regulator ComE, which activates
transcription of ComX. ComX is an alternative ơ factor that activates transcription of
structural genes involved in genetic competence (Lee and Morrison 1999). ComE~P also
activates transcription of comCDE and comAB, creating a positive feedback loop (Lee
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and Morrison 1999, Figure 1.3). This quorum sensing system is very similar to the
ComXPA pathway found in B. subtilis and is considered the model signaling pathway for
Gram-positive organisms.

1.3 Strategies for communication
Effective communication, whether in laborers building a house or in bacterial
communities, requires three essential components: a language or signal to communicate
with individuals of the population, a mechanism for individuals to perceive the signal,
and a way to translate the signal into work. In bacteria, the language is typically a small
signaling molecule. Gram-negative bacteria predominately use acyl-homoserine derived
signaling molecules while Gram-positive bacteria use peptide signals.
Common to both types of signaling molecules is the need for individual cells to
present the signal to neighboring cells. This can occur through direct cell-cell contact
which M. xanthus uses to regulate spore formation via C-signal (Jelsbak and SogaardAndersen 2003). More commonly, the signal is secreted into the environment where it
functions as a diffusible extracellular cell-cell signaling molecule. At low-cell density
when the concentration of signaling molecules is low, the quorum response is typically
inactive. As cells continue to increase in numbers, so does the concentration of signaling
molecules. At high-cell density when the concentration of signaling molecules is high,
the quorum response becomes active. Note that the quorum response can also be
inversely related to population density (Figure 1.4, Redfield 2002).
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In order for the signal to function as a bona fide extracellular signaling molecules,
it must first be synthesized inside the cell and transported to the environment. For
example, in B. subtilis, Phr peptides are signaling molecules that are synthesized as long
pre-pro-forms. They are secreted into the extracellular environment by the Sec system
and simultaneously cleaved. Once outside of the cell, the pro-Phr form is processed by
extracellular proteases that cleave it to its final Phr peptide form (Lazazzera et al. 2003).
Phrs peptides are transported back into the cell via the oligopeptide permease (Opp)
where they antagonize Rap activity (Boguslawski et al. 2015).
For effective communication to occur, the cell must have a way to perceive the
extracellular signal. In the case of gram-negative V. fischeri, the signaling molecule can
freely diffuse across the cell membrane where it binds to its cytoplasmic receptor LuxR

Figure 1.4. Density-dependent communication. At low-cell density, there is a low
concentration of signaling molecules and the quorum response is off. As cell
population increases, the concentration of signaling molecules increases until a
threshold concentration is reached. Then the signaling molecules interact with the
cells and the quorum response is activated (solid line). The quorum response can also
be inversely related to population density (dashed line).
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(Figure 1.1). This, in turn, causes LuxR to undergo a conformational change resulting in
increased affinity for the lux operon DNA binding site and transcriptional activation of
target genes (Li and Nair 2012).
Other bacteria rely on signaling molecules that do not enter the cell but bind to a
membrane-associated receptor. Many gram-positive bacteria utilize two-component
systems to regulate the quorum response. In B. subtilis, the extracellular peptide, ComX,
binds to the membrane bound histidine receptor kinase, ComP, resulting in autophosphorylation of ComP. ComP~P, in turn, transfers its phosphoryl group to the
transcriptional activator ComA. ComA~P has an increased affinity for the ComA binding
site located in the promoter region of target genes. The result is increased transcriptional
activation of genes involved in the following functions: genetic competence, degradative
enzyme production, regulatory proteins, and antibiotic production (Miller and Bassler
2001, Taga and Bassler 2003, Baker and Neiditch 2011).

11

1.4 Types of cell-cell signaling molecules

Figure 1.5. Examples of different signaling molecules. A. Universal signaling
molecule Autoinducer 2 B. AHLs of Gram-negative bacteria C. Peptides of Grampositive bacteria D. Other signaling molecules (modified from Camilli and Bassler
2006)

Bacteria utilize many different types of quorum sensing molecules to coordinate
biological processes with population density (Figure 1.5). Autoinducer 2 functions as a
universal signal that is derived from a common biochemical pathway and is recognized
by both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria. Gram-negative bacteria predominately
use acyl homoserine derivatives while gram-positive bacteria use peptide signals. Other
types of signaling molecules include carbohydrates, fatty acids, and siderophores (Figure
1.5).
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1.4.1 Universal signaling molecule Autoinducer 2
Autoinducer 2 (AI2) is a universal signaling molecule used by both grampositive and gram-negative organisms (Figure 5A, Miller and Bassler 2001). AI2
is a byproduct of the S-adenosine methionine (SAM) metabolism. SAM is a
methyl donor that modifies DNA or RNA (Schauder et al. 2001). LuxS acts on Sribosylhomocysteine, a byproduct of the SAM metabolism, to create AI2
(Schauder et al. 2001). It has also been demonstrated in V. harveyi that LuxS is
responsible for making AI2 (Miller and Bassler 2001). AI2 is a heterocyclic
organic compound known as a furanone (Figure 1.5A).
LuxR binds to AI2 and this complex activates transcription of target genes,
involved in the production of light (Miller and Bassler 2001). AI2 is produced and
recognized by both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria and is largely responsible
for inter-species signaling in bacteria (Schauder et al. 2001). Schauder et al. also
demonstrated that the system for making and recognizing AI2 is the same across grampositive and gram-negative organisms (2001). Moreover, a recent study showed that AI2
plays a role in signaling between eukaryotes and prokaryotes. Specifically, gut bacteria
recognize AI2 produced from the human epithelial cells of the gut to illicit a response to
cellular damage (Ismail et al. 2016). Ismail and colleagues hypothesize that the human
cells use AI2 to signal to the mixed population of the human gut.
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1.4.2 Cell-cell signaling in gram-negative bacteria
Gram-negative bacteria typically use acyl-homoserine lactones (AHLs) comprised
of a cyclical core homoserine lactone with a varying species-specific R group (Figure
1.5B). These are synthesized similarly to AI2, where they are made by LuxI (or
homologues), SAM and other acyl-acyl carrier proteins (Jayaraman and Wood 2008).
Once the AHL is produced, it is free to diffuse across the membrane. Many Gramnegative bacteria use homologues of the LuxIR system in V. fischeri (Li and Nair 2012).
Generally, AHLs freely diffuse across the membrane and accumulate as the cell
population grows. Once a threshold concentration is reached, AHLs bind to response
regulator LuxR (or its homologue), which then activates transcription (Figure 1.1,
Schauder et al. 2001). There is a positive feedback loop in this system. When LuxR
activates gene transcription, one of its target genes is LuxI, thus generating more
signaling molecule and further inducing quorum sensing in V. fischeri and other gramnegative organisms (Jayaraman and Wood 2008, Li and Nair 2012). This system, or
homologs of this system, can be found to regulate many systems, including motility in
Yersinia enerocolitica, motility and biofilms in Burkholderia cepacia, virulence and
biofilms in Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Agrobacterium tumefaciens (Jayaraman and Wood
2008, Duan and Surette 2007, Huber et al. 2001, Aguilar et al. 2003, Atkinson et al.
2006, White and Winans 2007). To generate species specific AHLs, gram-negative
bacteria have different AHL synthases to create unique AHLs. Each AHL has the cyclic
homoserine lactone ring, but their backbones vary in size (Li and Nair 2012). This allows
the bacteria to specifically communicate within its own species.
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1.4.3 Cell-cell signaling in gram-positive bacteria
In contrast to gram-negative bacteria, gram-positive bacteria use peptides to
communicate. These peptides can exist in a number of different forms (Figure 1.5C).
Specifically, Bacillus species utilize linear peptides and peptides with complex posttranslational modifications (Stephenson et al. 2003). Staphylococcus spp use cyclic
peptides (Camilli and Bassler 2006). Regardless of the form, peptides are produced with
a signal sequence and secreted to the extracellular environments via the SecA-dependent
system (Lazazzera et al. 2003). Once outside the cell, proteases and peptidases process
the immature form into the mature signaling molecule (Lazazzera et al. 2003). In B.
subtilis, linear peptides and heavily modified peptides are used to control the quorum
response (Miller and Bassler 2001). Phrs are an example of unmodified, linear signaling
peptides that act internally on their target molecules, Rap proteins (Stephenson et al.
2003). Phrs are delivered into the cell via the oligopeptide permease, where they inhibit
Rap regulatory proteins, which can regulate many different response regulators. (Miller
and Bassler 2001). ComX, of the ComX-ComP-ComA pathway, is a post-translationally
modified signaling peptide (Comella and Grossman 2005). The ComPA pathway is a
two-component system and will be discussed in greater detail in following sections
(Miller and Bassler 2001).

1.4.4 Other signaling molecules
While most quorum sensing organisms use one of the systems described above,
there are other types of signaling molecules produced by bacteria, including phenols,
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polysaccharides, and siderophores (Figure 1.5D, Williams 2007). Pseudomonas
aeruginosa creates a quinolone signaling molecule (PQS) that in conjunction with two
AHL based quorum sensing pathways, are responsible for regulating pathogenesis and
biofilm formation (Camilli and Bassler 2006). P. aeruginosa has a unique delivery
mechanism for PQS; they are packaged into a vesicle with several signaling molecules
and delivered to other bacteria (Camilli and Bassler 2006). Two plant associated bacteria
form unique signaling molecules. Xanthomonas campestris produces a signaling
molecule called diffusible signal factor to monitor its quorum sensing pathways
(Papenfort and Bassler 2016). Ralstonia solanacearum produces PAME, which is a 3hydrocypalmitic-acid-methyl-ester (Paperfort and Bassler 2016, Whiteley et al. 2017).
Siderophores are extracellular signaling molecules that bacteria use to sense and
acquire iron from the environment. Iron is essential for many bacterial processes,
including expression of virulence factors, host colonization, and symbiosis (Andrews et
al. 2003, Sheldon and Heinrichs 2015). In Chapter 3, we demonstrate that bacteria can
coordinate iron acquisition with population density, thus keeping a tight control on the
amount of iron within the cell (Roy and Griffith 2017). There are many different types of
siderophores, such as citrate, catechols, and hydroxamates (Ollinger et al. 2006). Bacillus
subtilis has developed many uptake systems to internalize these different siderophores.
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1.5 Quorum quenching
Working together as a group has its advantages for a bacterial population. To
allow other populations to compete or occupy similar niches, bacteria have evolved
strategies to sabotage or interfere with quorum sensing pathways. Many gram-positive
bacteria including Bacillus species secrete enzymes to disrupt AHL signaling molecules
produced by gram-negative bacteria (Dong et al. 2007). These include lactonases that
hydrolyze the homoserine lactone ring on AHLs and AHL-acylases that destroy the
amide bonds of AHLs to produce fatty acids and homoserine lactones (Figure 1.6, Dong
et al. 2007, Williams 2007). These change the structure of the signaling molecule and
makes the receptor less likely to recognize it. Rhodococcus, for example, reduces 3-oxo-

Figure 1.6. Mechanisms of quorum quenching. Bacillus species produce lactonases
to cleave the cyclic homoserine lactone of AHLs. Other bacteria cleave the R-group
side chain. Oxidoreductases can also modify the R-group of AHLs. All of these
methods disrupt gram-negative cell signaling. The bottom demonstrates the different
byproducts when AHL molecules are broken down. The final pieces are vastly
different than the original AHL and the cell can no longer recognize them.
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AHLs into their corresponding 3-hydroxy derivatives, making it hard for the receptor to
effectively recognize it (Uroz et al. 2005).
Another quorum quenching method some bacteria use is making false signaling
molecules that compete with AHLs and other small molecules for the receptors (Dong et
al. 2007, Lyon et al. 2000). This can either cause the true signaling molecule to be too
dilute to cause an effect or it can bind to the receptor and prevent the true signal from
binding. In S. aureus, it has been demonstrated that there are varying sequences of
autoinducing peptides (AIP) used to regulate virulence factors. These variations are strain
specific and the AgrC will not recognize an AIP from a different strain (Lyon et al.
2000). E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium both use AI2 specific importers to eliminate
AI2 from the extracellular matrix (Bassler and Losick 2006). This allows those organisms
to reap the benefits of AI2 while disrupting the signaling capabilities of other organisms
in the vicinity.
This quorum quenching phenomenon represents a unique target for therapeutics
since many of the virulence factors are regulated by the quorum response. Studies of the
effect of naturally occurring quorum quenching mechanisms on diseases have already
begun. Expression of AiiA, a lactonase, in potato and tobacco plants prevented the
pathogen E. carotovora from growing. This bacteria uses AHL signals to regulate
expression of virulence genes (Dong et al. 2007). Treatment of mice with synthetic
furanones modeled after the furanones of D. pulchra reduced the number of P.
aeruginosa in lung infections (Dong et al. 2007, Wu et al. 2004). Disruption of a
pathogen’s quorum sensing abilities could be a new way to treat diseases.
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1.6 Quorum sensing in Bacillus subtilis
Bacillus subtilis is a gram-positive organism that regulates many biological
processes by quorum sensing. It serves as a model organism for studying the quorum
response because it is genetically tractable, non-pathogenic, soil microorganism that is
related to many species of interest including Bacillus anthracis, Bacillus thurengensis,
and Clostridium spp. (Michna et al. 2013). Several biological processes are regulated by
quorum sensing including genetic competence, sporulation, motility, and degradative
enzyme production (Roggiana and Dubnau 1993). Many extracellular-signaling
molecules have already been identified in B. subtilis (Auchtung and Grossman 2008).
There is a lot of complex regulation surrounding the quorum response in B. subtilis
(Figure 1.7).
To recognize environmental cues, B. subtilis has several kinases on the cell
surface. Once activated, kinases phosphorylate Spo0A by a phosphor-relay through
intermediates Spo0F and Spo0B. Spo0A~P is an important regulator of many quorum
sensing pathways and the concentration of Spo0A~P in the cell determines which
pathways are activated. Spo0A~P also regulates the production of Phrs via AbrB and
SigH (Hamoen et al. 2003). Pro-Phrs are produced in the cell and exported via the Sec
pathway and processed outside the cell by Vpr, Epr, and Subtilisin proteases. Mature Phrs
are then transported back into the cell via the oligopeptide permease (Opp) where they
inhibit Rap regulatory proteins (Stephenson et al. 2003). When there are low
concentrations of Spo0A~P in the cell, genes involved in cannibalism are activated. As
the concentration of Spo0A~P increases, the genes involved in sporulation are activated
and the cannibalism genes become inactive. Matrix production is also regulated by
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Spo0A~P and AbrB (Fugita et al. 2005). To regulate all of these pathways in a densitydependent manner, Rap regulatory proteins dephosphorylate Spo0F. This depletes the
phosphoryl group from the phosphor-relay and eventually there is little to no Spo0A~P
remaining to initiate a quorum response. Rap proteins also regulate the DNA uptake
pathway via ComA~P. Rap regulatory proteins inhibit ComA~P from binding to DNA
which inhibits transcription of late competence genes such as ComS and ComK (Perego
et al. 1994, Parashar et al. 2011). ComA is phosphorylated by the histidine kinase ComP,
which is activated by extracellular signaling molecule, ComX.
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Figure 1.7. Biological processes regulated by quorum sensing in Bacillus subtilis.
DNA uptake (competence), matrix production, cannibalism, and sporulation are
regulated by a complex network of signaling molecules, response regulators, and
regulatory proteins. Briefly, SigH regulates the production of Pro-Phrs, which are
secreted and processed by extracellular proteases, Vpr, Epr, and Subtilism. Phrs are
brought back into the cell where they inhibit Rap regulatory proteins. Raps antagonize
Spo0F and ComA activities. Spo0F is activated by kinases and transfers the
phosphoryl group to Spo0B and then to Spo0A, which regulates matrix production,
cannibalism, and sporulation. ComA is an early regulator for competence. It activates
ComS production, which activates ComK, which is a late competence regulator.
Arrows indicate positive regulation and perpendicular lines indicate negative control.
Solid lines represent regulation by protein-protein interactions, and dashed lines
represent transcriptional responses (Boguslawski et al. 2015).

1.7 Genetic competence
Genetic competence is the process of taking up extracellular DNA from the
environment. Synthesizing the competence machinery is costly to the cell as over a dozen
gene products are required to import DNA into the cell (Dubnau 1991). During
competence development, the cell also halts important metabolic processes including
DNA replication and synthesis of polymerases and other proteins (Dubnau 1991).
Competent cells not only have different physiology than vegetative cells, but they also
have different physical characteristics. For example, competent cells have a different
buoyant density than vegetative cells enabling investigators to physically separate the two
populations of cells using density gradient centrifugation (Hadden and Nester 1968).
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1.8 Early regulation of genetic competence via ComA
The master regulator of early genetic competence in B. subtilis is ComA, which is
regulated by two density-dependent pathways (Auchtung et al. 2006, Figure 1.8). ComA
binds to a degenerate tri-partite DNA sequence, composed of three recognition elements
separated by a defined spacer, located within the promoter of target genes. Binding of
ComA to this tri-partite sequence is required for ComA-DNA binding in vitro and
ComA-dependent transcription activation in vivo (Griffith and Grossman 2008). The
degeneracy of the ComA binding site is important for maintaining the density-dependent
transcriptional control of target genes. Mutating the ComA binding sequence toward the
consensus sequence disrupts the density-dependent response resulting in high basal
expression with very little induction at high population density (Griffith and Grossman
2008).
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Figure 1.8. Regulation of early genetic competence. ComA~P is the master
transcriptional activator. Signaling molecule ComX accumulates in the
environment and activates ComP. ComP autophosphorylates and transfers the
phosphoryl group to ComA. Phr signaling molecules accumulate in the
environment and at a threshold density are brought back into the cell, where they
antagonize Rap proteins. Rap proteins anti-activate ComA. At low-cell density,
there are low concentrations of ComX and Phrs, and ComA is inactive. At highcell density, there are high concentrations of ComX and Phrs and ComA is active.
The first density-dependent pathway regulating ComA is a two-component
system (Figure 1.8, right). Individual cells produce and secrete into the environment the
signaling peptide ComX, a 10 amino acid peptide with a farnysyl modification on a
conserved tryptophan residue (Stephenson et al. 2003, Dogsa et al. 2014). Once a
threshold concentration of ComX peptide is achieved, it binds to the histidine kinase
ComP, resulting in auto-phosphorylation of ComP and subsequent transfer of the
phosphoryl group to the response regulator ComA (Comella and Grossman 2005).
ComA~P, in turn, activates the transcription of 89 genes involved in genetic competence,
antibiotic production, and the secretion of degradative enzymes (Comella and Grossman
2005).
The Rap-phr systems also converge to coordinate the activity of ComA with
population density (Figure 1.8, left). Phr is a short, linear peptide that is produced and
secreted outside of the cell where it acts as an extracellular signaling molecule.
Specifically, Phr peptides contain a SecA-dependent signal sequence that targets the
immature Pro-Phr peptide for export to the environment. Once outside the cell,
extracellular proteases Subtilisin, Vpr, and Epr process the Pro-Phr into the mature pentaor hexa- peptide (Lazazzera et al. 2003, Lanigan-Gerdes et al. 2007). It is believed that
the same or similar proteases process all Phrs due to their sequence similarity. Once a
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threshold concentration is achieved, the mature signaling peptide is transported back into
the cell by the oligopeptide permease Opp (LeDeaux et al. 1997). Inside the cell, Phr
peptides antagonizes the activity of a Rap regulatory protein. Rap regulatory proteins
functions as an anti-activator of ComA activity. At low-cell density, when the
concentration of Phr peptide is low, there is insufficient Phr peptide to antagonize the
activity of Rap. Rap therefore anti-activates ComA activity, and the quorum response is
inactive. At high-cell density, the concentration of Phr is high and Rap is inactivated.
ComA is therefore able to activate transcription.

1.9 Several Rap-Phrs regulate competence via ComA anti-activation
There are eleven rap-phr pairs in the B subtilis genome and several on mobile
genetic elements including plasmids, bacteriophages, and conjugative elements
(Bongiorni et al. 2005). The Rap protein is part of a large family of regulatory proteins
called the RRNPP family (Neiditch et al. 2017). This group of proteins shares several
common characteristics. First, RRNPP family members respond to extracellular signaling
molecules after import back into the cell. Second, they have similar structures containing
multiple (TPR) domain repeats on their C-terminus (Neiditch et al. 2017). TPR motifs are
domains conserved across all Genera involved in protein-protein and protein-peptide
interactions (Blatch and Lassle 1999). Third, RRNPP proteins bind to unmodified, linear
peptide signaling molecules, including Phrs (Leonard et al. 1996).
The genetic arrangement of the rap-phr genes is also highly conserved among
many bacteria with the rap gene located upstream of the gene encoding the phr peptide
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(Figure 9, Bongiorni et al. 2005). A single promoter transcribes both rap and phr and
results in constitutive expression of Rap protein and Phr peptide. Additional Sigma H-

Figure 1.9. Genetic arrangement of genomic rap-phr pairs. The phr gene follows
the rap gene and both genes are under the regulation of one promoter. Some phr
genes are regulated by an additional SigH-dependent promoter. Raps B, D, and J do
not have cognate Phrs but there is some cross talk. Raps C, F, H, and K regulate
competence. Raps A, B, E, H, and J regulate sporulation. It is not confirmed what
process RapD regulates but preliminary data suggests competence. Degradation is
regulated by RapG and the integrative-conjugative element is regulated by RapI.
dependent promoter(s) function to transcribe phr resulting in a burst of Phr peptide as
cells enter stationary phase. Phr peptides mainly bind to cognate Rap proteins; however,
Raps B, D, and J lack cognate Phrs (Gallego del Sol and Marina 2013). Some cross-talk
does exist between Rap proteins and Phr peptides. For example, RapB is regulated by
PhrA. Rap-phrs pairs regulate competence, sporulation, motility, or other functions
(Gallego del Sol and Marina 2013).
Rap-Phr pairs regulate several important biological processes in B. subtilis
(Figures 1.8 and 1.9). Raps C, H, F and K regulate competence development while Raps
A, B, E, H, and J regulate sporulation development (Bongiorni et al. 2005). Rap-phr pairs
have also been found on mobile genetic elements, including plasmids, phages, and
integrative-conjugative elements (Table 1.1, Parashar et al. 2013). Rap60-Phr60 from the
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plasmid pTA1060 has been shown to anti-activate ComA in a novel manner and regulate
the phosphor-relay of sporulation pathway (Boguslawski et al. 2015).

Table 1.1. Rap-phrs are also present on mobile genetic elements. They are found
on plasmids, phages, and integrative-conjugative elements in Bacillus species and
regulate a variety of processes including competence, sporulation, and biofilm
formation.

1.9.1 Known ComA anti-activators
In-depth studies of different Rap regulatory proteins have already been
completed. RapC has been shown to anti-activate ComA in vivo (Core and Perego 2003).
Accumulation of PhrC (also known as Competence Sporulation Stimulating Factor
(CSF)) has been shown to stimulate ComA activity by inhibiting RapC activity
(Lazazzera et al.1999). Further studies have shown that RapC does not affect the
phosphorylation state of ComA, but it does affect the ability of ComA to bind to DNA
and activate transcription (Core and Perego 2003). RapC can anti-activate ComA
regardless of its phosphorylated state, but ComA~P binds to DNA better (Core and
Perego 2003, Roggiani and Dubnau 1993). Continued studies on RapC show that it binds
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to the C-terminal end of ComA, inhibiting its ability to bind to DNA and activate
transcription (Bongiorni et al. 2005).
RapF was shown to anti-activate ComA in the same manner as RapC (Bongiorni
et al. 2005). The crystal structure of RapF shows that it anti-activates ComA by binding
to the DNA binding domain, sterically inhibiting DNA binding, while also weakening
ComA dimerization (Baker and Neiditch 2011). These are both common strategies of
anti-activator regulator proteins. The same study also observed that RapH interacts with
Spo0F on a unique Rap surface than RapF interacts with ComA (Baker and Neiditch
2011). Spo0F is the first protein in the sporulation phospho-relay. Once KinA transfers
the phosphoryl group to Spo0F, it relays through Spo0B to Spo0A to activate
transcription of sporulation genes. These unique binding surfaces illustrate that Rap
proteins can have the ability to regulate both sporulation and competence. RapH has been
shown to do this and recently Rap60 has been identified as an anti-activator of ComA and
a phosphatase of Spo0F (Smits et al 2007; Boguslawski et al. 2015).
There is very precise regulation surrounding the activation of RapH. Due to the
fact that it can regulate both competence and sporulation, mechanisms are in place to
ensure only one pathway is active at a time. Once the process has begun, sporulation is
irreversible (Dworkin and Losick 2005) while cells can come out of the competence state
(Dubnau and Lovett 2002). RapH has been shown to regulate the sporulation pathway
and in vitro experiments show that RapH promotes the dephosphorylation of Spo0F~P
(Smits et al. 2007). While ComA is the early transcriptional activator of the competence
pathway, ComK is a late competence gene that activates transcription of RapH (Berka et
al. 2002), thus generating a negative feedback loop on RapH. Further investigation on
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RapH activity on competence showed that RapH anti-activates ComA by sequestering
ComA away from DNA, similarly to RapC and RapF (Smits et al. 2007). Therefore,
when RapH anti-activates ComA, ComK is inactive. RapH is then not transcribed and its
regulation on ComA and Spo0F is relieved. This allows the cell to tightly control
competence and sporulation.
RapK has been demonstrated using DNA microarrays to be involved in the
regulation of ComA (Auchtung et al. 2006). Deletion of phrK causes a decrease in ComA
transcriptional activation. Over-expression of rapK also causes a decrease in ComA
activity (Auchtung et al. 2006). The effects of RapC, RapF and RapK on ComA were
compared and RapC was shown to have the strongest effect in vivo (Auchtung et al.
2006). No in vitro work has been done on RapK-ComA interactions. My in vitro work
shows that RapK inhibits ComA by the same mechanism as RapC, by sequestering it
away from DNA. This will be demonstrated in Chapter 2.
Rap60-Phr60 are found on the plasmid pTA1060 in B. subtilis. It has been shown
to regulate degradative enzymes, competence, cannibalism, biofilm formation, and
sporulation (Koetje et al.2003, Boguslawski et al. 2015). Boguslawski et al.
demonstrated in vitro that Rap60 regulates competence by forming a ternary complex
with ComA and DNA. Presumably, this inhibits RNA polymerase from binding and
transcribing the target gene. Rap60 also functions by a different mechanism to regulate
sporulation. Specifically, Rap60 acts as a phosphatase of Spo0F, inhibiting activation of
sporulation (Boguslawski et al. 2015). This is similar to RapH where both competence
and sporulation can be regulated by the same Rap protein.
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1.9.2 Novel ComA anti-activators
Sequence analysis of RapJ suggested it may have similar phosphatase activity to
RapH (Parashar et al. 2011). Parashar et al. demonstrates with in vitro assays that RapJ
dephosphorylates Spo0F. While they demonstrated that RapJ was similar in sequence to
RapH and share the phosphatase activity, no tests on the effect of RapJ on ComA were
performed. Structure analysis shows that PhrC inhibits RapJ as RapJ has no cognate Phr
(Parashar et al. 2013). Data from our lab supports that RapJ anti-activates ComA. This
will be demonstrated in Chapter 2.
In the literature, RapB has been thoroughly shown to regulate the sporulation
pathway. RapB and RapA both dephosphorylate Spo0F and deplete the phospho-relay
(Perego et al. 1994). RapB is a strong regulator of the sporulation pathway and its
transcription is activated when cells are in an environment that promotes vegetative
growth (Jiang et al. 2000). Work in the lab has shown that expression of RapB downregulates the activity of ComA, the transcriptional activator of competence. Further work
to dissect this interaction will be discussed in Chapter 2.
RapD has not been very well studied. Ogura and Fujita (2007) showed that
expressing RapD on a multicopy plasmid had a negative effect of the transcription of
srfA, rapC, rapF, and comK; all target genes of ComA. This marked decrease in
transcription suggests that RapD regulates competence. Huang and Helmann (1998) have
shown that rapD expression is regulated by SigX, which is involved in cell surface
modification against antimicrobial peptides (Cao and Helmann 2004). Disruption of rsiX
has been shown to downregulate competence development (Tortosa et al. 2000) and thus
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is consistent with SigX regulating RapD, which regulates competence. Work in the lab
suggests that RapD anti-activates ComA and will be discussed in Chapter 2.

1.10 Thesis overview
Chapter 1 of this dissertation serves as an abbreviated overview of the importance
of quorum sensing as a mechanism to coordinate bacterial activity with population
density. I discuss the classic examples of quorum sensing, the different signaling
molecules and strategies of communication, and finally discussing the complex
regulation of early genetic competence in Bacillus subtilis.
In Chapter 2, I take genetic approaches to dissect the complex regulation surround
the transcriptional activator ComA. Rap proteins were found to have expanded functions
in regulating anti-activation of ComA. Using genetic screens, I identified mutants of
ComA that bypass anti-activation by RapC or by Rap60. I show these mutants bypass the
anti-activation of their specific Rap protein using genetic approaches and biochemical
characterization.
In Chapter 3, I describe work to identify quorum sensing pathways that function
independently of ComA. I identified a novel iron acquisition activity in B. subtilis that
controls iron acquisition with population density. This activity uses the EfeUOB pathway
for uptake in B. subtilis and is unique to domesticated strains of B. subtilis that cannot
produce bacillibactin. This iron acquisition activity is outcompeted for iron binding by
bacillibactin and the catechol chelator of E. coli, enterobactin. This iron acquisition
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activity is a universal back up system for bacteria and some eukaryotes, as the EfeUOB
uptake system is widely conserved.

1.11 Conclusions and Perspectives
Bacteria were once thought to be single, isolated organisms; however, the process
of quorum sensing allows bacteria to coordinate group behavior and respond to their
surroundings. Bacteria secrete and recognize signals to create transcriptional-level
changes across the population in response. In this work, we studied two densitydependent systems in Bacillus subtilis. The overall goal was to further understand the
regulation behind quorum sensing activities. Quorum sensing requires a lot of resources
and in many cases is irreversible. Therefore, a lot of external input and internal regulation
tightly controls these systems.
In Chapter 2, we looked at the complex regulation of the competence pathway via
the ComA transcriptional activator. ComA is regulated by two density-dependent
pathways, the Rap-Phr pathway and the ComX-ComP pathway, with the former the focus
of this study. There are many Rap proteins that regulate ComA, and this work
demonstrated that more Rap proteins regulate ComA than previously known, specifically
Raps B and J. There are at least two classifications of ComA anti-activation by Rap
proteins. Class I Rap proteins sequester ComA from DNA. Class II Rap proteins bind to
ComA as it is bound to DNA, forming a ternary complex. These two classes were
confirmed via the genetic screens described in Chapter 2. The genetic screens revealed
two distinct patches of mutants depending on which Rap protein they were screened
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against. ComA mutants bypassing RapC all clustered in the DNA binding domain, where
Class I Rap proteins are known to bind. ComA mutants bypassing Rap60 clustered in the
linker domain and were on the opposite side of the space filled model of ComA
compared to the first group of mutants. This supports that there is a separate Class II
mechanism of ComA anti-activation. Finally, we used these ComA mutants to classify all
the Rap proteins into Class I or Class II using in vivo assays. Based on this data, RapB is
a Class I Rap. There were no additional Class II Rap proteins. Raps D, J, and K did not
follow a clear pattern and were considered Class III Rap proteins. In vitro
characterization of Raps B and K revealed that RapK acts like a Class I Rap, while RapB
had no effect on ComA-DNA binding. Based on the in vitro characterization, RapK could
be a Class I Rap, but may use different residues than the ComA mutants used. Further
investigation is needed to determine if RapK anti-activates ComA with a Class I
mechanism.
Future directions of this work would be to use biochemical assays to determine
the effect Raps D and J have on ComA-DNA binding. It would also be important to
determine if Rap proteins have any effect on the ComP-ComA phospho-transfer. There is
a possibility that RapB acts as a phosphatase in this system, similar to its effect on
sporulation. Our approach for determining the effect of Rap overexpression on ComA did
not take into account the conditions in which these different Rap proteins are active in the
cell cycle. It would be intriguing to learn when these Rap proteins are active on ComA.
Our study focuses on the effect on ComA at mid- to late-log phase. As discussed earlier,
RapH has complex temporal regulation surrounding its activation. Studying the activation
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of transcription of rap-phrs would give insight into how all these proteins regulate
ComA.
Studying the regulation of Phr production and how Phr interacts with its cognate
Rap protein would be important to better understand the bigger picture of quorum sensing
regulation in B. subtilis. The beginnings of a genetic screen to study the interactions of
Rap60-Phr60 have been designed. Future work would involve generating mutants of
Rap60, or another Rap protein of interest, to identify the Rap-Phr interaction site.
Mutations in Rap60 could also be used to identify the residues on Rap60 that interact
with ComA. The reporter strain for that genetic screen has also already been designed.
Finally, studying the effect of the rap-phr pairs from mobile genetic elements on ComA
activity could lead to the identification of more Class II Rap proteins.
Rap proteins are part of the RRNPP family. By studying Rap-ComA interactions,
we can apply this knowledge to these other regulatory proteins to elucidate their
functions. The Rap-Phr system is also reminiscent of the toxin-antitoxin system. While
toxin-antitoxin systems regulate individual cells, Rap-Phrs regulate population of cells.
Both affect change on the cell based on extracellular cues. It would be interesting to
compare the functions of all these different systems and determine if there are similar
classifications as there are with the Rap-ComA interactions.
In Chapter 3, we identified a novel iron acquisition activity in B. subtilis. Iron is
an essential micronutrient for bacteria, but it can be toxic to the cell in high quantities.
This iron acquisition activity coordinated iron intake with population density. The
activity was found in culture medium at high-cell density, but not low-cell density and
regulated transcription of Fur activated genes. Fur coordinates transcription of iron
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response genes with population density and is the master regulator of the iron response.
We determined that the EfeUOB is required for uptake of this novel iron acquisition
activity. Deletion of the efeUOB system creates very sick cells that cannot be rescued
with the addition of media containing the iron acquisition activity. EfeUOB uptake
system is conserved among many bacteria and yeast. Chapter 3 also demonstrated that
this novel iron acquisition activity is present in domesticated wild type laboratory strains
of B. subtilis (JH642) but was outcompeted for iron by the siderophores bacillibactin or
enterobactin. Bacillibactin is the iron chelator produced by undomesticated strains of B.
subtilis and enterobactin is an E. coli iron chelator. This suggested that this novel iron
acquisition activity is a back-up system to Fur regulated siderophores.
It would be interesting to test the activity of this novel iron acquisition activity on
other organisms that have the EfeUOB uptake system. If other bacteria use this activity
produced by B. sutbilis, this would support the hypothesis that this is a backup
siderophore system. To identify the small molecule responsible for the novel iron
acquisition activity, HPLC and mass spectrometry could be used. Use of a genetic screen
or a random transposon mutagenesis could also identify the gene or genes responsible for
generating this activity. Knowing the genes involved would allow for future studies to
learn more about the production of this small molecule.
In this thesis, we explored two different quorum sensing pathways in B. subtilis.
We learned more details about the Rap-ComA regulation, identifying additional
regulation on ComA. The redundancy in this system carries across many pathways in B.
subtilis, including the iron uptake and utilization systems discussed in Chapter 3. Bacteria
utilize many checks and balances to regulate their complex biological processes. There
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exist positive and negative feedback loops in bacteria to prevent cells from wasting
energy and resources. By dissecting specific pieces of quorum sensing pathways, we can
study these regulatory mechanisms in greater depth and then apply this knowledge to
other systems in other organisms.
In this work, we used genetic approaches to identify and characterize different
density-dependent processes in Bacillus subtilis. The genetic regulation around quorum
sensing is very complex and involves input from extracellular signals and environmental
cues. Breaking down these systems into small pieces allows us to learn more about
quorum sensing regulation. Quorum sensing regulates many biological processes relevant
to human interests. Bacteria can work cooperatively to affect change in the human body
and human cells can interact with bacteria. Quorum quenching mechanisms provide an
interesting avenue for regulation of pathogenic bacteria in humans, animals, and plants.
Understanding quorum response regulation and mechanisms allows for the development
of additional targets for microbial manipulation.
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CHAPTER 2
GENETIC APPROACHES TO DISSECT MECHANISMS OF COMA ANTIACTIVATION BY RAP PROTEINS

2.1 Introduction
In Bacillus subtilis, several important biological processes are regulated by
quorum sensing including genetic competence, sporulation, biofilm formation, cellular
motility, and conjugation (Figure 1.6, Roggiana and Dubnau 1993). Response-regulator
Aspartyl-phosphate Phosphatases or Rap proteins play an important role in regulating
these processes. They are part of the family of regulatory proteins called the RRNPP
family, named for the prototypical members, Rap, Rgg, NprR, PlcR, and PrgX (Neiditch
et al. 2017). Rap proteins are widespread among bacteria, respond to extracellular
signaling Phr peptides, and possess multiple tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domains in
their C-terminus domain (Neiditch et al. 2017), presumably required for protein-protein
interactions (Perego and Hoch 1996). There are eleven rap-phr pairs (Rap A-K) in the B.
subtilis genome (Figure 1.9, Table 2.1, Bongionri et al. 2005). The rap gene precedes the
phr gene and the rap-phr pair shares a common promoter. Additional SigH-dependent
promoters are present within the rap coding sequence that transcribes the phr gene during
transition into stationary phase (Perego 1997). Interestingly, Raps B, D, and J lack a phr
gene downstream of the rap gene. RapB is regulated by PhrA while the other two Raps
have no known regulation by Phr peptides (Perego 1997, Gallego del Sol and Marina
2013).
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Rap-phr pairs are involved in regulating a variety of biological processes (Baker
and Neidich 2011). Specifically, Raps A, B, E, H, J, and 60 have been shown to modulate
sporulation by acting as a phosphatase of Spo0F, the first protein in the sporulation
phosphor-relay system (Figure 1.7, Table 2.1, Perego et al. 1994, Jiang et al. 2000,
Parashar et al. 2011, Auchtung et al. 2005, Boguslawski et al. 2015). Rap60-Phr60 also
affects sporulation by inhibiting the auto-phosphorylation activity of kinase KinA
(Boguslawski et al. 2015). RapG has been shown to modulate the activity of DegU,
involved in the production of degradative enzymes (Table 2.1, Ogura et al. 2001). RapI
and Rap20, present on mobile genetic elements ICEBsu1 and plasmid pTA1020, are
involved in the transfer of their respective mobile genetic element in a density-dependent
manner (Auchtung et al. 2005, Singh et al. 2013). Of interest to this work are the rap-phr
pairs that regulate genetic competence. Specifically, Raps C, H, F, K, and 60 have been
shown to modulate genetic competence with population density by affecting the activity
of ComA (Table 2.1, Core and Perego 2003, Bongiorni et al. 2005, Baker and Neiditch
2011, Boguslawski et al. 2015). ComA is also regulated by the ComX signaling peptide
and the histidine kinase ComP, which auto-phosphorylates and transfers the phosphoryl
group to ComA (Auchtung et al. 2006, Baker and Neiditch 2011).
There are at least two distinct mechanisms for ComA anti-activation by Rap
proteins. Unlike the regulation of sporulation, ComA anti-activation by Rap protein has
no effect on the phosphorylation state of ComA (Core and Perego 2003). Rather, Raps C,
H, and F have been shown to inhibit the activity of ComA by interacting with the DNA
binding domain of ComA, and are referred to as Class I Rap proteins (Lazazzera et al.
1999, Core and Perego 2003, Bongiorni et al. 2005, Baker and Neiditch 2011, Smits et
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al. 2007). This sterically inhibits ComA dimerization through the C-terminal domain and
also prevents ComA from binding to the ComA binding site present in the promoter
region of target genes (Figure 2.1, middle).
Process
Regulated

Target(s) of Rap

Reference(s)

RapA

Sporulation

Spo0F~P

Fawcett et al. 2000, Perego et al. 1994, Perego and Hoch 1996

RapB

Sporulation

Spo0F~P

Fawcett et al. 2000, Perego et al. 1994, Perego 1997

RapC

Competence

ComA

Comella and Grossman 2005, Solomon et al. 1996, Core and Per

RapD

Competence

RapE

Sporulation

Spo0F~P

Fawcett et al. 2000, Jiang et al. 2000

RapF

Competence

ComA

Comella and Grossman 2005, Bongiorni et al. 2005, Auchtung et
Baker and Neiditch 2011

RapG

Degradative
Enzyme Production

DegU

Hayashi et al. 2006, Kunst et al. 1997, Mader et al. 2002, Ogura e
Ogura et al. 2001

RapH

Sporulation,
Competence

Spo0F~P, ComA

Hayashi et al. 2006, Kunst et al. 1997, Mader et al. 2002, Ogura e
Parashar et al. 2011, Smits et al. 2007

RapI

Competence,
ICEBs1 gene
expression,
excision, and
transfer

Spo0F~P, ImmR

Auchtung et al. 2005, Singh et al.2013, Parashar et al. 2013b

RapJ

Sporulation

Spo0F~P

Parashar et al. 2011

RapK

Competence

Rap Protein
Genomic Rap
proteins

Ogura and Fujita 2007

Auchtung et al. 2006

Rap proteins on
mobile genetic
elements
Spo0F~P

Parashar et al. 2013, Bendori et al. 2015

RapP

Sporulation,
Competence,
Biofilm Formation

Rap20

Conjugation

Rap60

Sporulation,
Competence,
Cannibalism,
Biofilm Formation

ComA, Spo0F~P

Boguslawski et al. 2015

RapXO1
(BXA0205)

Sporulation

Spo0F~P

Bongiorni et al. 2006

Singh et al.2013

Table 2.1. Known activity of Rap proteins in B. subtilis. Rap-phrs regulate many
quorum sensing pathways in Bacillus subtilis.
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In contrast, the plasmid-encoded Rap60 protein from the plasmid pTA1060
functions as an anti-activator of ComA through a unique mechanism we classified as
Class II. Instead of inhibiting ComA binding to DNA as is the mechanism of Class I Rap
proteins, Rap60 binds to ComA and forms a ternary complex with DNA (Figure 2.1,
right). We presume this inhibits ComA genes access to the transcriptional machinery;
thus, inhibiting transcription of target genes (Boguslawski et al. 2015).

Figure 2.1. Model of Class I and Class II Rap anti-activation of ComA. In the
absence of Rap protein, ComA forms a dimer of dimers and binds to the three
recognition elements on DNA. RNA polymerase can bind and transcribe target
genes (Left). Class I Rap proteins serve as anti-activators of ComA by binding to
the DNA binding domain of ComA and sequestering it away from DNA (Middle).
Class II Rap proteins bind to ComA as it is bound to DNA and blocks transcription
presumably by inhibiting RNA polymerase from binding to DNA (Boguslawski et
al. 2015).
To learn more about the Class I and Class II Rap anti-activation mechanisms, we
developed a genetic screen to identify mutants of ComA that bypass Class II Rap60 antiactivation. We developed an accompanying genetic screen to identify ComA mutants that
bypass Class I RapC anti-activation. These screens provided unique ComA mutants to
study the anti-activation activity of other Rap proteins on ComA.
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2.2 Results

2.2.1 Expanded role of Rap proteins in regulating biological processes
There exists redundancy of Rap-phr pairs in regulating common biological
processes. For example, Raps C, H, F, K, and 60 converge to modulate the activity of
ComA (Core and Perego 2003, Bongiorni et al. 2005, Baker and Neiditch 2011,
Boguslawski et al. 2015). To determine if other Rap proteins might also regulate the
activity of ComA, we cloned each rap gene under control of an IPTG-inducible promoter
(Pspank). Each Rap protein was systematically tested for its ability to regulate the
activity of ComA by monitoring transcription of a target gene of ComA (PsrfA-lacZ) by
measurement of β -galactosidase activity upon induction of the Rap protein (Materials
and Methods). Minimal concentrations of IPTG were used to induce maximal repression
of ComA (Materials and Methods) or other known target genes (data not shown, Patrick
Hill personal communication).
Briefly, overnight cultures were diluted into fresh, defined minimal medium (T= 0
min, Figure 2.2A) until OD600nm ~0.2 (approximately 3.5 doublings). At which time,
cultures were split in half and one culture treated with IPTG and the other culture left
untreated. Cultures were allowed to grow with vigorous aeration, aliquots removed at the
specified times, and β -galactosidase assayed as described in Materials and Methods. A
representative experiment is shown in Figure 2.2A using a strain over-expressing RapC.
A 10-fold increase in β -galactosidase activity is observed in the absence of RapC
expression with maximal activity occurring around OD600nm ~1-2 (Figure 2.2A, no
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IPTG). Over-expression of RapC inhibits the activity of wild type ComA resulting in a
10-fold decrease in β -galactosidase activity (Figure 2.2A, with IPTG). Similar β galactosidase activity was observed from cultures containing the rap over-expression
constructs left untreated (data not shown).

Figure 2.2. Effect of overexpression of different Rap proteins on ComA
activity. A. Sample beta-galactosidase assay. The highest level of WT ComA in
the absence of Rap is considered 100%. This is compared to the activity level of
ComA at the same OD when Rap is being expressed (OD600nm = 1-2). B. Percent
activity of ComA via PsrfA-lacZ expression. Vector only represents 100%
activity. Raps B, D, G, H, J, and K all show significant repression of PsrfA-lacZ,
indicating that these Rap proteins regulate ComA activity. * indicates p value
<0.01 compared to vector only.
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Each Rap protein was tested for its effects on ComA. A similar maximal β galactosidase activity was observed in each culture at OD600nm ~1-2 left untreated (data
not shown). This single time point was used to graph the results in Figure 2.2B. Overexpression of RapA has little to no effect on ComA activity as shown by β -galactosidase
activity compared to strains left untreated with IPTG (Figure 2.2B). As previously
reported in the literature, Raps C, D, F, H, and 60 significantly inhibited ComA activity
as shown by 5-10-fold decrease in β -galactosidase activity (Figure 2.2B). RapK also
shows a significant decrease in ComA activity, but not as significant as other known Rap
proteins (Figure 2.2B). RapK is known to regulate competence but the target of RapK is
unknown. Interestingly, Raps B and D inhibits β -galactosidase activity compared to
untreated cultures (Figure 2.2B). Raps E and G also appear to regulate PsrfA activation
via ComA; however, strain building, cloning, and the regulation with those Raps proved
difficult and they were not used in the rest of this study. The expanded role of Raps B, D,
and K in regulating PsrfA transcription represents a novel function for these Rap proteins.

2.2.2 Genetic approach to identify ComA mutants that bypass regulation by Rap
proteins

2.2.2.1 Rationale for genetic screen
To further study the Class I and Class II anti-activation mechanisms, genetic
screens were designed to identify mutants of ComA that bypass regulation by specific
Rap proteins. As shown in Figure 2.2, expression of specific Rap proteins functioning as
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Figure 2.3. Rationale behind genetic screen to identify ComA mutants that
bypass regulation by Raps. A. The promoter of srfA, a target gene of ComA, is
linked to lacZ. Activation of ComA will cause beta-galactosidase activity, which
will be measured by X-Gal. Rap regulatory protein will be expressed using
IPTG. With wild type ComA, Rap regulatory proteins can inhibit its activity and
a Lac minus phenotype will be seen on LB X-Gal plates (Top). Mutants of
ComA that bypass regulation by Rap proteins and still activate transcription will
be lac plus on LB X-Gal plates (Bottom). B. Left: reporter strain with
endogenous rapC-phrC intact. Low cell density shows white colonies. High cell
density shows blue colonies as endogenous phrC is enough to inhibit all RapC.
Right: Deletion of endogenous rapC-phrC removes the density-dependent effects
and white colonies are present at high and low cell density. C. Mutations of
ComA will be introduced with error-prone PCR and cloned into vector plasmid
with regions of homology in B. subtilis. This plasmid will be transformed into B.
subtilis and spectinomycin resistance will be used to select for complete
replacement of the wild type ComA gene.
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anti-activators of ComA activity can be monitored using the target gene reporter PsrfAlacZ. The β-galactosidase activity can be measured on plates supplemented with X-gal.
Specifically, expression of Rap proteins (Raps B, C, D, F, H, K, and 60) should inhibit
the activity of ComA resulting in decreased β -galactosidase activity and white colonies
on plates containing X-gal (Figure 2.3A, top). Using this approach, we can, in theory,
isolate gain-of-function mutations in ComA that are able to activate transcription of
PsrfA-lacZ, but no longer responsive to regulation by Rap proteins, producing blue
colonies (Figure 2.3A, bottom). Note that loss-of-function mutations of ComA that are no
longer able to activate transcription would produce white colonies in this screen.

2.2.2.2 Plate test
Although we observed anti-activation of ComA by Rap proteins by measurement
of β -galactosidase activity of PsrfA-lacZ in liquid cultures, it was necessary to optimize
the system for use on solid medium. We first tested a reporter strain with PsrfA-lacZ and
Pspank-rapC (EMR16). To confirm the reporter strain phenotype, cells were streaked out
in IPTG with X-gal plates for high- and low-density cells. At low-cell density, there was
enough induced RapC to inhibit ComA, which created a white phenotype (Figure 2.3B,
left, bottom). However, at high-cell density, there was enough endogenous PhrC
available to inhibit the overexpressed RapC, allowing ComA to be activated. This created
a blue phenotype, which interfered with the genetic screen (Figure 2.3B, left, top). To
overcome the density-dependent effects, the endogenous rapCphrC genes were knocked
out and replaced with a phleomycin resistance gene (EMR 29). This created a white
phenotype at both high- and low-cell density (Figure 2.3B, right). This reporter strain will
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be used identify mutants of ComA that bypass Class I RapC anti-activation. To identify
ComA mutants that bypass Class II Rap60 anti-activation, a similar plate test was
designed with PsrfA-lacZ and Pspank-Rap60. The endogenous rapCphrC was also
knocked out in the reporter strain as the endogenous RapC has very strong regulation on
ComA (EMR 101, data not shown).

2.2.2.3 Mutagenesis of comA
The comX-comP-comA locus is required for genetic competence as deletions of
either of these genes results in a ~100-fold reduction for transformation efficiency
(Solomon et al. 1995). Therefore, in order to maintain the competence state necessary to
introduce DNA into strains, we created a mutagenesis cassette to limit the mutagenesis to
the comA gene while simultaneously introducing those mutations into the comA locus
without affecting the competence machinery (Figure 2.3C and Materials and Methods).
Standard error-prone PCR mutagenesis using Taq DNA polymerase was used to
introduce mutations into the comA coding sequence (Materials and Methods).
Each library of comA mutations was transformed into E. coli, plasmid DNA
isolated, re-transformed into B. subtilis reporter strain EMR 29 or EMR 101 (PsrfA-lacZ,
Pspank-rap, ΔrapcΔphrc) as described in Materials and Methods. Spectinomycin
resistant colonies with a blue phenotype were isolated as these potentially represent the
desired ComA mutants that bypass regulation by Rap proteins. Genomic DNA was then
isolated from these strains and back-crossed into a clean reporter strain (PsrfA-lacZ,
Pspank-rap, ΔrapcΔphrc). Approximately 95% of the back-crossed colonies retained the
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original blue phenotype on plates supplemented with X-gal. Genomic DNA was isolated
from the back-crossed strains, the comA gene amplified by PCR, and the PCR product
sequenced using Sanger sequencing (UMass Genomic Center).

2.2.3 Identification of ComA mutants that bypass regulation by Class I and Class II
Rap proteins
The ComA libraries were transformed into reporter strains over-expressing either
Class I RapC or Class II Rap60 proteins. Approximately 70,000 colonies were screened
from each reporter. The location of ComA mutants that bypass regulation by Class I
RapC and Class II Rap60 are shown in Figure 2.4A top and bottom, respectively.
Consistent with previously published work from other laboratories, the majority of ComA
mutations that bypass regulation by Class I RapC were located in the C-terminal DNA
binding domain of the protein. Baker and Neiditch generated crystal structures of the
Class I RapF-ComA interface to determine the residues on both proteins (2011). They
identified several residues of ComA important for RapF anti-activation; Thr155, Arg157,
Ile161, Ser181, Arg183, Ser184, Tyr187, Ser188, Thr190, Ser191, Asn194, and Lys195.
We also identified ComA mutants that bypass Class I RapC at residues Thr155, Ser188,
and Thr190, among others, indicating that they share similar surfaces. Baker and Neiditch
also created alanine substitutions of these important ComA residues and demonstrated
that Arg183, Tyr187, Thr180 and Asn194 are essential for RapF-ComA binding. Loss of
any of these residues results in a significant decrease in RapF-ComA binding (Baker and
Neiditch 2011). This work and the work from our laboratory described here confirm the
specificity of Class I Rap anti-activation.
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Interestingly, ComA mutations that bypass regulation by Class II Rap60 were
isolated not in the DNA binding domain as shown for the Class I screen, by
predominately in the linker region (Figure 2.4A, bottom). When viewed on the spacefilled model of ComA, mutations at positions 159, 160, and 164 make up a discrete,
surface-exposed patch. Moreover, this patch resides far enough away from the

Figure 2.4. Genetic screens to identify important ComA residues for Rap
regulation. A. Layout of ComA mutants from each genetic screen. Mutants that
bypass RapC are on top; mutants that bypass Rap60 are on the bottom. Response
Regulatory domain-blue, Linker-white, DNA binding domain-green. B. Layout of
ComA mutants on space filled model of ComA. Response Regulatory domain-blue,
Linker-gray, DNA binding domain-green, Mutants-red. Left: Wild type ComA.
View of all mutants of ComA that bypass RapC anti-activation (Middle, Top). View
of same mutants on the opposite side of the protein (Middle, Bottom). These mutants
are all clustered in the DNA binding domain. The right shows all the ComA mutants
that bypass Rap60-antiactivation. These mutants are clustered away from the DNA
binding domain (Right, Bottom).
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recognition helix to affect DNA binding, consistent with previously published results
indicating that Rap60 does not effect ComA binding DNA, but likely interferes with
RNA Polymerase (Boguslawski et al. 2015).
To better understand the location of each of these mutants and the effect they have
on ComA anti-activation, we viewed these mutants on a space filled, 3D model of ComA.
The response regulatory domain is in blue, the linker in gray, and the DNA binding
domain in green. The mutants are labelled in red. Wild type ComA is shown in Figure
2.4B, left.
First, we viewed ComA from the side of the protein that interacts with DNA
(Figure 2.4B, top row). When all of the mutants that bypass Class I RapC were viewed
together, they were all visible on this side of the protein (Figure 2.4B, middle, top). When
the protein was rotated 180°, none of the mutations were visible (Figure 2.4B, middle,
bottom). The ComA mutants that bypass Class I RapC regulation were all visible on the
part of ComA that interacts with DNA. Mutants located at 188, 189, 190, 192, and 194
formed a patch directly in the DNA binding domain. Mutants located at 202, 203, 206,
and 207 formed a distinct patch on the C-terminus of ComA. While those residues are not
part of the DNA binding domain, these residues formed a patch right next to the DNA
binding domain and the other ComA mutants.
Second, we viewed ComA mutants that bypass Rap60 anti-activation (Figure
2.4B, right). There were no mutants visible on the same side of ComA as the mutants that
bypass RapC anti-activation (Figure 2.4B, right, top). Instead, all of the mutants were
visible when we rotate the protein 180° (Figure 2.4B, right, bottom). These mutants were
located predominately in the linker region of ComA. Residues at 159, 160, and 164
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formed a distinct patch on this side of the protein. This supported the model that Class II
Rap proteins anti-activate ComA by a different mechanism than Class I Rap proteins.

Figure 2.5. In vivo activity of ComA mutants in the presence and absence of
RapC or Rap60. Black bars represent no IPTG, therefore no Rap activity. Grey bars
indicate the addition of IPTG and therefore Rap activity. * indicates levels of activity
that are statistically insignificant from WT ComA in the absence of Rap. The rest are
statistically significant (P<0.001). There are three groups of mutant activity. The first
is low-activity, Rap-dependent. The second is low-activity, Rap-independent. The
final is high-activity, Rap-independent. Mutants of ComA from the final group that
bypass Rap anti-activation are of interest for future studies. A. Anti-activation of
ComA mutants by RapC. B. Anti-activation of ComA mutants by Rap60.
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Three mutants were located in the DNA binding domain at residues 178, 180, and 188
and were suspected to be better DNA binders.

2.2.4 Activity of ComA mutants that bypass regulation by Rap proteins
The activity of all the ComA mutants isolated from both the Class I and Class II
Rap screens were assayed in vivo using the promoter-lacZ fusions to quantitate the extent
of ComA activity (Materials and Methods). Each ComA mutants from either the Class I
or Class II screen was assayed for its activity in the presence and absence of IPTG used
to induce over-expression of RapC or Rap60, respectively (Figures 2.5A and 2.5B). βgalactosidase activity was normalized to wild type ComA activity in the absence of any
Rap protein over-expression.
When studying the mutants that bypassed RapC anti-activation, three groupings
of in vivo mutant ComA activity became apparent. The first group had high levels of
activity in the absence of Rap, but low levels of activity in the presence of Rap. These
ComA mutants were classified as high activity, Rap-dependent mutants and looked very
similar to wild type. These mutants include A103V, L189M, T190S, L206S, and I207T
(Figure 2.5A). The second group of mutants had low levels of activity, with and without
the presence of Rap proteins. These were considered low activity, Rap-independent
mutants and were T155I and I192S (Figure 2.5A). The final group of ComA mutants had
high levels of activity, regardless if Rap was present. These were high activity, Rapindependent mutants and a selection were chosen for further in vitro studies. These
mutants were E173K, S188G, S188N, I192T, I192V, N194S, N194D, T202M, and
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E203A (Figure 2.5A). The mutants with asterisks indicated levels of ComA activity that
were not statistically significantly different from wild type ComA levels without RapC
overexpression. This indicates that these mutants had very close to wild type levels of
activity.
The same assays were performed on the ComA mutants that bypass Rap60 antiactivation. The mutant S25P had high activity in the absence of Rap60, but low activity
in the presence of Rap60, just like WT ComA (Figure 2.5B). Mutants C159R and E164G
were low-activity, Rap-independent mutants of ComA (Figure 2.5B). The other five
mutants of ComA (L160R, E164K, L180F, S188N, L178H) had high levels of activity,
regardless if Rap60 was present or absent (Figure 2.5B). A selection of these mutants was
selected for further in vitro studies.

2.2.5 Biochemical characterization of ComA mutants
Electrophoretic mobility shift assays were used to study the DNA binding activity
of ComA mutants in vitro (Materials and Methods). Each select ComA mutant was
purified as a N-terminal six-histidine fusion protein and were tested for its ability to bind
to radio-labeled DNA template containing a consensus tripartite ComA binding sequence
(Materials and Methods). Similar to previously published results, increasing
concentrations of wild type ComA caused the formation of a distinct band corresponding
to ComA-DNA (Figure 2.6, second column in each gel). Interestingly, all of the ComA
mutants tested had similar or slightly better binding affinities compared to wild type
ComA (Figure 2.6, left and right panels).
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To test the specificity of Rap anti-activation on the ComA mutants isolated from
each screen, ComA mutants were tested for their ability to bind to DNA in the presence
of Class I RapC or Class II Rap60. Consistent with previously published results from our
laboratory and other laboratories, purified RapC inhibited ComA binding to DNA, which
resulted in increasing amounts of free DNA with increasing concentrations of RapC
(Figure 2.7A, first gel). ComA mutants isolated from the Class I RapC genetic screen
(I192T, N194S, E203A) were unresponsive to RapC in vitro, as expected (Figure 2.7A,
right three gels). The representative mutants show that the ComA-DNA band did not
disappear with the increasing presence of RapC (Figure 2.7A, right three columns). This
supported the in vivo results in that these mutants were not regulated by RapC.

Figure 2.6. Class I and Class II ComA mutants binding to DNA in vitro.
Mutant ComA proteins binding to radiolabeled DNA. Wild type ComA is shown
on the left as a control. A radiolabeled ComA-binding consensus sequence is
incubated with increasing concentrations of ComA. Examples of ComA mutants
isolated from Class I screen are shown on the left. ComA concentrations are
2.5μM, 5μM, 10μM, and 20μM. ComA mutants isolated from Class II screen are
on the right. ComA concentrations are 5μM, 10μM, and 20μM. All show similar
or better binding to DNA than wild type ComA.
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Similarly, ComA mutants isolated from the Class II Rap60 genetic screen
(C159R, L160R, E164K) were unresponsive to Rap60, as expected (Figure 2.7B, right
three gels). With wild type ComA, the ComA-DNA band super-shifted as a ternary
complex with Rap60 (Figure 2.7B, left). With the ComA mutants isolated from the Class
II genetic screen, the ComA-DNA band remained, even in the presence of increasing
concentrations of Rap60 (Figure 2.7B, right three columns). In the presence of increasing
concentrations of Rap60, ComA mutants were still able to bind to DNA, therefore the
ComA-DNA band remained present and there was no accumulation of free DNA. This
further supported that these mutants bypass the anti-activation activity of Rap60.
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Figure 2.7. Class I ComA mutants do not respond to Class I RapC. Class II
ComA mutants do not respond to Class II Rap60. A. Electrophoretic mobility shift
assay with increasing concentrations of RapC and constant concentration of Class I
ComA mutants. Wild type ComA (left) shows loss of the ComA-DNA structure in the
presence of high concentrations of RapC. Class I ComA mutants bypass Class I RapC
anti-activation in vivo and continued ComA-DNA binding is seen in the presence of
RapC. Concentration of ComA is 10μM and concentration of RapC is 5μM, 10μM,
and 20μM. B. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay with increasing concentrations of
Rap60 and constant concentration of Class I ComA mutants. Wild type ComA (left)
shows loss of the ComA-DNA structure in the presence of high concentrations of
Rap60 and the formation of a ternary structure, presumably Rap60-ComA-DNA.
Class II ComA mutants bypass Class II Rap60 anti-activation in vivo and continued
ComA-DNA binding is seen in the presence of Rap60. The ternary complex does not
form. Concentration of ComA is 5μM and concentration of Rap60 is 2.5μM, 5μM,
and 10μM.
To further test the specificity of the classes of Rap regulatory proteins and the
distinct interaction surfaces of the Rap regulatory proteins on ComA, ComA mutants
were tested for their DNA binding activity with the opposite Rap regulatory protein.
First, ComA mutants that bypass Class I RapC anti-activation were tested in vitro with
Class II Rap60. Wild type ComA forms a ternary complex with DNA and Rap60 in vitro
(Figure 2.8A, left gel). These ComA mutants also formed the ternary complex with
Rap60 in vitro, which indicated that they act like wild type ComA in the presence of
Class II Rap60 (Figure 2.8A, right three gels). This also supported that Rap60 interacts
with ComA on a different surface than RapC.
We then tested the DNA binding ability of ComA mutants that bypass Class II
Rap60 in the presence of increasing concentration of Class I RapC. Wild type ComA was
sequestered away from radio-labelled DNA as concentration of Class I RapC increased
(Figure 8B, left gel). The ComA mutants that bypass Class II Rap60 were also
sequestered away from radio-labelled DNA, similar to wild type (Figure 2.8B, right three
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gels). This in vitro data supported the hypothesis that Class II Rap60 interacts with
ComA on a separate surface than Class I RapC.

Figure 2.8. ComA mutants are still responsive to the opposite Class Rap
protein. A. Class I ComA mutants act like WT ComA in the presence of Class
II Rap60. The ternary complex is formed with wild type and the ComA
mutants. Concentration of ComA is 20μM and concentration of Rap60 is
2.5μM, 5μM, and 10μM. B. Class II ComA mutants act like WT ComA in the
presence of Class I RapC. ComA-DNA band fades as the concentration of
RapC increases. Concentration of ComA is 10μM and concentration of RapC is
5μM, 10μM, and 20μM.
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2.2.6 In vivo classification of ComA anti-activation by Rap proteins
As discussed previously, there are many Rap proteins that anti-activate ComA
(Figure 2.2) and there are two known classifications of ComA anti-activation. Raps C, H,
and F have been shown to use the Class I anti-activation method, by binding to ComA
and sequestering it away from DNA (Lazazzera et al. 1999, Core and Perego 2003,
Bongiorni et al. 2005, Baker and Neiditch 2011, Smits et al. 2007). Rap60 is the only
known Class II anti-activator of ComA (Boguslawski et al. 2015). To classify the anti-

Figure 2.9. In vivo confirmation of Class I and Class II specification. Select ComA
mutants that bypass RapC or Rap60 were tested with RapC over expression (top) or
Rap60 overexpression (Bottom). Rap expression is grey bars; no Rap expression is
black bars. In the presence of Class I Raps, the first three mutants bypass antiactivation and have high levels of activity, even in the presence of Rap (grey bars).
The second three are anti-activated by Class I RapC, like WT ComA (top, right, grey
bars). The opposite pattern appears in the presence of Class II Rap60 (bottom). These
graphs serve as a template to compare with the other Rap overexpression graphs. *
indicates p value <0.01 compared to WT with no Rap expression (Black bars)
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activation activity of Raps B, D, J, and K, in vivo β-galactosidase assays were performed
using distinct ComA mutants from each of the genetic screens. To have representative
graphs to compare these results to and to confirm the in vitro results, β-galactosidase
assays were performed with the same set of mutants with Class I RapC and Class II
Rap60.
ComA mutants I192T, E203A, and N194D represent the mutants that bypass
Class I RapC. High levels of activity of these mutants in the presence of Rap overexpression suggests that Rap protein uses a Class I anti-activation mechanism. ComA
mutants L160R, E164K, and L178H represent the mutants that bypass anti-activation by
Class II Rap60. High levels of activity of these mutants in the presence of Rap overexpression suggests that Rap protein uses a Class II anti-activation mechanism. All six
mutants of ComA were tested with each Rap protein, along with wild type ComA. When
tested with RapC over-expression, the first three mutants (I192T, E203A, N194D)
showed high levels of activity (Figure 2.9, top, middle group, grey bars). The second
three mutants (L160R, E164K, L178H) showed low levels of activation in the presence
of RapC over-expression (Figure 2.9, top, right group, grey bars) similar to wild type, as
expected (Figure 2.9, top, left, grey bars). This was considered an in vivo representation
of a Class I Rap protein.
Next, we tested the six ComA mutants with Rap60 over-expression and the
opposite pattern appeared. The first three mutants (I192T, E203A, N194D) acted like
wild type and showed low levels of activity in the presence of Rap60 (Figure 2.9, bottom,
grey bars). The second three mutants (L160R, E164K, L178H) showed high levels of
activity in the presence of Rap60 (Figure 2.9, bottom, right, grey bars). This pattern was
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considered an in vivo representation of a Class II Rap protein. These two graphs also
confirm the previous in vitro data, where the mutants were highly specific for each Rap
protein.
Finally, we tested the six ComA mutants with Raps B, D, J, and K overexpression. With RapB, the second three ComA mutants (L160R, E164K, L178H) acted
like wild type and were repressed in the presence of RapB over-expression (Figure
2.10A, right, grey bars). The first three mutants (I192T, E203A, N194D) show higher
levels of activity in the presence of RapB over-expression (Figure 2.10A, middle, grey
bars). This was very similar to the pattern observed when RapC was over-expressed. This
lead us to believe that RapB is a Class I Rap protein, like Raps C, H, and F.
When Raps D, J, and K were tested with the six ComA mutants, no obvious
pattern appeared. All six mutants showed significant anti-activation when in the presence
of each Rap, similar to but not to the full extent of wild type ComA (Figure 2.10B, all
graphs, grey bars). This suggests that these Rap proteins did not regulate ComA in a
Class I or a Class II mechanism, suggesting that there is a Class III mechanism of ComA
anti-activation.
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Figure 2.10. Classification of ComA anti-activation by Raps B, D, J, and
K. Rap expression is grey bars; no Rap expression is black bars. A. Effect of
RapB overexpression on select ComA mutants. RapB overexpression follows
the same pattern as RapC, suggesting it is a Class I Rap. B. Effect of Raps D,
J, and K overexpression on select ComA mutants. The three Rap proteins do
not follow any distinct pattern and suggests a Class III anti-activation
mechanism. * indicates p value <0.01 compared to WT ComA without Rap
expression.
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2.2.7 Biochemical characterization of ComA anti-activation by RapB and RapK
To further dissect the anti-activation activity of Raps B, D, J, and K,
electrophoretic mobility shift assays were used (Materials and Methods). Unfortunately,
Raps D and J proved too difficult to purify. Rap proteins can be toxic to E. coli and we
saw little to no protein induction despite testing multiple induction conditions. We were
able to proceed with Raps B and K. Wild type ComA was used to test the effect
increasing concentrations of Rap B or Rap K had on ComA-DNA binding. In the
presence of RapB, no effect on ComA-DNA binding was observed (Figure 2.11A, left).
As the concentration of RapB increases, there was no change to the ComA-DNA band as
compared to the no RapB control lane (Figure 2.11A, left gel, second lane). If this was a
Class I Rap, we would expect to see the ComA-DNA band disappear and the free DNA
band reappear as the Rap concentration increases. There was some concern that RapB
was just inactive when it was purified. We tested this by determining if RapB still
regulated the KinA-Spo0F phosphor-relay (Materials and Methods). First, we
demonstrated that KinA was auto-phosphorylating (Figure 2.11B, left). Second, we
demonstrated that KinA transferred the phosphoryl group to Spo0F in vitro (Figure
2.11B, middle, bottom band). Finally, we were able to demonstrate that RapB was indeed
active as it removed the phosphoryl group from the KinA-Spo0F phosphor-relay, as
demonstrated by the disappearing Spo0F~P band (Figure 2.11B, right). Therefore, RapB
was active, but did not inhibit ComA-DNA binding.
We tested the ability of RapK to affect ComA-DNA binding in electrophoretic
mobility shift assays (Figure 2.11A, right, Materials and Methods). When ComA and
radio-labelled DNA were exposed to increasing concentrations of RapK, the ComA-DNA
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band disappeared and the free DNA band reappeared (Figure 2.11A, right). This
suggested that RapK anti-activates ComA with a Class I mechanism, similar to RapC
(Figure 2.7A, left). RapK uses a similar mechanism to anti-activate ComA as other Class
I Rap proteins but perhaps uses a different surface.

Figure 2.11. Anti-activation activity of Raps B and K. A. Electrophoretic mobility
shift assay with wild type ComA, RapB, and RapK. RapB shows no effect on ComADNA binding (Left). Increasing concentration of RapK shows a decrease in the
ComA-DNA band, similar to RapC in vitro (Right). Concentration of ComA is 10μM
and concentration of Rap is 10μM, 20μM, and 40μM. B. Phosphorylation assay of
KinA-Spo0F pathway with RapB. Left: KinA autophosphorylation. Middle: KinASpo0F phosphor-transfer. Right: KinA-Spo0F phosphor-transfer with RapB. As the
time goes on, RapB removes the radioactive phosphoryl group from the KinA-Spo0F
phosphor-transfer.
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2.3 Discussion
In this work, we characterized many different pieces of the complex regulation on
the competence pathway in B. subtilis. Genetic screens were used to identify the surfaces
of the transcriptional activator, ComA, that interact with RapC or Rap60. Published work
suggested that there were two separate interaction surfaces based on their anti-activation
methods (Core and Perego 2003, Baker and Neiditch 2011, Boguslawski et al. 2015).
This work confirmed that RapC interacts with the DNA binding domain of ComA, as
demonstrated by the patch of ComA mutants located there that disrupt the regulation
(Figure 2.4B, left). In contrast, mutants of ComA that bypass Rap60 regulation are
located on the opposite side of ComA (Figure 2.4B, right). In vivo and in vitro work with
these two groups of mutants supported that there are two distinct patches of ComA that
RapC and Rap60 interact with.

2.3.1 Identification of novel ComA anti-activators
We demonstrated that additional Rap proteins anti-activate ComA (Figure 2.1).
RapH and Rap60 have already been demonstrated to regulate at least two quorum sensing
activities; competence and sporulation (Smits et al. 2007, Boguslawski et al. 2015,
respectively). It was entirely possible that other Rap proteins also regulate more than just
one system. Our work showed that Raps B and J regulate ComA in addition to the
published regulation of the sporulation pathway (Perego et al. 1994). RapD had been
demonstrated to regulate competence but had not definitely shown that it anti-activates
the response regulator ComA (Ogura and Fujita 2007). With in vivo assays, we have
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demonstrated that Raps 60, B, C, D, H, J, and K regulate ComA activity (Figure 2.2B).
The mechanism for ComA anti-activation by Raps 60, C, and H has already been
determined (Boguslawski et al. 2015, Core and Perego 2003, Smits et al. 2007,
respectively). Rap60 is presumed to bind to ComA as it is bound to DNA and inhibit
RNA polymerase from binding and initiating transcription (Class II, Boguslawski et al.
2015). Raps C, F, and H sterically inhibit ComA binding to DNA (Class I) and important
residues of RapF-ComA binding have been identified (Baker and Neiditch 2011).

2.3.2 Classification of novel ComA anti-activators
Using mutants of ComA generated from the two screens above, we worked to
classify Raps B, D, J, and K into Class I or Class II Rap anti-activation. With in vivo
assays, we categorized RapB as a Class I Rap, similar to Raps C, F, and H. Raps D, J, and
K did not demonstrate a clear Class I or Class II pattern, suggesting they fall into a new
category, Class III. However, using this approach has its limitations. It is possible that
these Raps use a Class I or Class II mechanism but do not use the exact same residues as
RapC or Rap60. Using the ComA mutants from the genetic screens creates a bias with the
in vivo results. RapK anti-activates ComA mutants that bypass Class I RapC in vivo but
in vitro RapK sequesters ComA away from DNA in the same manner as RapC (Figures
2.10 and 2.11, respectively). This suggests that RapK may be a Class I Rap but does not
use the exact same residues as RapC. In contrast, RapB was classified as a Class I Rap in
vivo but in an electrophoretic mobility shift assay, RapB has no effect on ComA-DNA
binding (Figures 2.10 and 2.11). Possibly RapB interacts with ComA in a different
manner and the ComA mutants that it cannot anti-activate inhibit this interaction.
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It is important to consider that Rap-Phrs are not the only density-dependent
pathway that regulates ComA activation. The histidine kinase, ComP, transfers a
phosphoryl group to activate ComA in response to the signaling molecule ComX. Rap
proteins were originally discovered as phosphatases in the sporulation pathway. Raps B,
D, and J could potentially regulate ComA by removing the phosphoryl group. In order to
test this, Raps D and J and ComP would need to be purified for in vitro phosphorylation
assays. Unfortunately, Raps D and J proved too difficult to purify. Little to no induction
was present in whole cell fractions at varying induction conditions (data not shown). We
could not purify a functional ComP so we could not test to see if RapB had an effect on
the phosphorylation state of ComA.
The next logical steps would be to determine Raps D and J purification conditions
and biochemically test their effects on ComA. It would also be important to learn the
effect, if any, these Rap proteins have on the phosphorylation state of ComA. The
regulation of Rap expression is an additional avenue as not all have been studied. The
temporal regulation around RapH expression allows both competence and sporulation
control (Smits et al. 2007). It would be interesting to learn what temporal regulation
surrounds these other Rap proteins in relation to their ability to anti-activate ComA.
Finally, to further tease apart this redundant regulation on ComA and other response
regulators, studies of the regulation and expression of Phrs could be conducted to better
determine the temporal control of these quorum sensing systems.
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Table 2.2. Plasmids and strains used in this study
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2.4 Materials and Methods

2.4.1 Growth Media
Liquid cultures of B. subtilis were grown in Luria Broth (LB) or S7 defined minimal
medium salts (Vasantha and Freese, 1980) containing 50mM 4morpholinepropanesulfonic acid instead of 100mM (S750) and supplemented with 1%
glucose, 0.1% glutamate, tryptophan (40μg ml-1), phenylalanine (40μg ml-1) and
threonine (200 μg ml-1), where appropriate. B. subtilis was grown on solid medium plates
containing Spizizen salts (Harwood and Cutting, 1990) supplemented with 1% glucose,
0.1% glutamate and amino acids, where appropriate. LB agar plates were used for routine
cloning and growth of B. subtilis and Escherichia coli. The following concentrations of
antibiotics were used: ampicillin (100 μg ml-1), neomycin (2.5 μg ml-1), tetracycline (8-12
μg ml-1), phleomycin (5 μg ml-1), chloramphenicol (5 μg ml-1), spectinomycin (100 μg
ml-1), and erythromycin (0.5 μg ml-1) and lincomycin (12.5 μg ml-1) together to select for
macrolidelincosamide-streptogramin B (MLS) resistance.

2.4.2 Plasmids, strains and alleles
Escherichia coli strains DH5α and AG1111 (aMC1061 derivative with F’(lacIq) lacZM15
Tn10) were used for routine cloning. B. subtilis strains in Table 2 were derived from the
parental stains JH642 (trpC2 pheA1) (Perego et al. 1988).
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Promoter-lacZ fusions were generated as described in Boguslawski et al. 2015. Briefly,
promoter fusions to lacZ were constructed and integrated into the B. subtilis
chromosome. Primers were used to amplify, by the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR),
fragments of the promoter regions of srfA (−434 to +30), spo0IIA (−562 to +30) and
comK (−271 to +30). A termination codon (TAA) was engineered after the first 10 amino
acids of each coding sequence. EcoRI and BamHI restriction enzyme recognition sites
were incorporated into the forward and reverse primers respectively. PCR products were
digested with EcoRI and BamHI restriction enzymes (NEB) and ligated with T4 DNA
Ligase (NEB) into the following plasmids that were digested with the same two enzymes:
pKS2 for integration into the amyE locus (Magnuson et al., 1994), pCAL215 for
integration into the thrC locus (Auchtung et al., 2007). Ligation reactions were
transformed into strain DH5α and plated on LB solid medium with ampicillin. Clones
were verified by DNA sequencing (UMASS Core Facility). Plasmid DNA was linearized
by digestion with NcoI restriction enzyme, transformed into B. subtilis strain JH642 and
plated on LB solid medium with neomycin (pKS2) or MLS (pCAL215).
Pspank-rap were generated as described in Boguslawski et al. 2015. Briefly, constructs
were engineered to express each Rap protein from the inducible Pspank promoter and
integrated into the B. subtilis chromosome at the amyE locus. Primers were used to
amplify by PCR the gene encoding each Rap from genomic DNA. The forward primers
contains a HindIII restriction site, an optimal ribosome binding site, the initiation codon
and 15-17 bp of gene-specific sequence immediately downstream of the start codon. The
reverse primers have a SphI restriction site, the stop codon, and 15-17 bp of gene-specific
sequence preceding the stop codon. PCR products were digested with HindIII and SphI
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and ligated into pDR110 (kind gift from D. Rudner). Ligations were transformed into
strain DH5α. Correct clones were verified by DNA sequencing (UMass Genomic
Sequencing). Plasmid DNA was linearized by digestion with NcoI restriction enzyme,
transformed into B. subtilis strain JH642 and plated on LB solid medium with
spectinomycin.
pBAD-his6-tagged proteins were constructed as described in Boguslawski et al. 2015).
N-terminal 6-histidine fusion proteins were created by PCR amplification of the genes of
interest from B. subtilis genomic DNA. Forward primers contain KpnI restriction site, an
optimal ribosome binding site, the start codon, six histidine tag, and a 15-17 bp of genespecific sequence starting with amino acid two of the gene. Reverse primers contain a
SphI restriction site, the stop codon, and 15-17 bp of gene-specific sequence preceding
the stop codon. PCR products were cloned into pBAD-Cm33 or pBAD-Ap18. Ligations
were transformed into DH5α and plated on solid LB medium with the appropriate
antibiotic. Clones were confirmed by DNA sequencing (UMass Genomic Sequencing).

2.4.3 Genetic screen
Mutations were introduced into comA using Taq, an error-prone polymerase. Aliquots
were taken out at 25, 30, 35, and 40 cycles of PCR of the comA gene and cloned into a
modified pGEM-cat vector plasmid. The pGEM-cat plasmids were linearized with NcoI
restriction enzyme and transformed into the B. subtilis reporter strains, selecting for a
double crossover event to replace the endogenous comA gene. Spectinomycin 100 plates
containing Xgal and IPTG were incubated at 37°C overnight and then the color change
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was monitored at room temperature for the next 48 hours. Blue colonies were screened
for the correct drug markers to ensure that the reporter strains are intact. gDNA was
isolated and retransformed into a clean reporter strain to confirm the blue phenotype.
Mutants in ComA were identified by DNA sequencing (UMass genomic sequencing).
For the RapC overexpression screen, about four thousand colonies per round were
screened in thirteen rounds, resulting in sixteen single mutations in ComA and two
double mutations. The double mutants had a representative single mutant isolated from
the screen, so we focused only on the individual mutants going forward. For the Rap60
over expression screen, about four thousand colonies per round were screen in twenty
rounds. This resulted in seven single mutations and two double mutations.

2.4.4 Two-step B. subtilis transformations
The two-step procedure is described in Boguslawski et al. 2015. B. subtilis strains were
grown at 37°C with vigorous aeration until OD600 ∼1 and diluted 1:20 into MD medium

pH 7.5 (61mM K2HPO4, 44mM KH2PO4, 3.4mM trisodium citrate, 2% glucose,

50μg/mL tryptophan, 50μg/mL phenylalanine, 11μg/mL ammonium iron (III) citrate,
3mM MgSO4, and 200μg/mL threonine where appropriate). The cultures were grown at
37°C with vigorous aeration for 4 hours. 100ng of DNA was added to 200μL of
competent cells and incubated at 37°C with vigorous aeration for 45 minutes. Cells were
plated on solid LB medium with appropriate antibiotic.
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2.4.5 Beta-galactosidase assays
ComA activity was monitored in a similar fashion as Boguslawski et al. 2015. Briefly,
overnight cultures of reporter strains were grown as light lawns on Spizizen minimal
medium plates and used to inoculate shaker flasks containing S750 minimal medium at a
final OD600 ∼0.02 as described in Griffith and Grossman (2008).

Liquid cultures were grown in shaker flasks at 37°C with vigorous aeration. One
milliliter aliquots were removed six times hourly starting at OD600~0.2 and placed in a
2.2ml 96-well polypropylene block, which was stored at −20°C until ready to assay βgalactosidase activity. A second aliquot was taken to determine OD600. β-galactosidase
assays were performed as previously described (Griffith and Grossman, 2008). In
summary, cells were prepared by thawing to room temperature, adding 20μl of toluene to
each well and permeabilizing cells directly in the block by vigorous pipetting up and
down using a multi-channel pipettor. A 0.2 ml aliquot of the permeabilized cell
suspension was transferred to a second polypropylene block containing 0.8 ml Z-buffer
(Miller, 1972).
A 100μl aliquot of the cell suspension in Z-buffer was transferred to a microtiter plate.
The assay was initiated with the addition of 20 μl freshly prepared ortho-nitrophenyl-βD-galactopyranoside (4 mg ml−1) and terminated with the addition of 40 μl 1M Na2CO3.
A420 was determined using a SpectraMax plate reader (Molecular Dynamics), and data
analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel. β-galactosidase specific activity was
calculated as follows: 1000 x [(ΔA420 min−1 ml−1)/OD600 of culture].
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2.4.6 Protein expression and purification
Protein expression and purification follows methods described in Boguslawski et al.
2015. A fresh overnight culture of strain DH5α containing the appropriate plasmid (Table
2.2) was diluted 1:100 into LB (Fisher) containing the appropriate antibiotic. Cultures
were grown to OD600∼0.5 at 37°C with vigorous aeration. L-arabinose (Sigma) was
added to a final concentration of 0.2% to induce expression from pBAD plasmids.

Cultures overexpressing his6-tagged Rap60 were induced for 48 hours at 15°C. His6tagged RapB was induced at 30°C for 5-6 hours. All other cultures containing his6tagged constructs were induced for 5–6 hours at 37°C. Cells were harvested after
induction by centrifugation at 5000 x g for 10 min at 4°C and cell pellets were stored at −
20°C until further use.
His6-tagged proteins were purified by standard Ni-NTA chromatography as previously
described (Griffith and Grossman, 2008). The cell pellet from 1 L of culture was thawed
on ice, resuspended in 10 ml sonication buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8, 0.3 M NaCl, 5%
glycerol, 5 mM imidazole, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol and 5 mM MgCl2), and cells were
lysed by sonication using a Branson sonifier (10 cycles of 20 seconds on and 40 seconds
off, at setting 6). The culture was cleared by centrifugation at 5000 x g for 30 minutes at
4°C, and the cell extract was passed over 2 ml of Ni-NTA (Qiagen). After 10 washes
with 25 ml of sonication buffer, his6-tagged proteins were eluted from the column in 10
ml sonication buffer with increasing concentrations of imidazole (25 mM, 50 mM, 120
mM, 200 mM and 300 mM). Fractions were analyzed for purity by sodium dodecyl
sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) followed by Coomassie staining.
Fractions with the greatest purity were pooled and dialyzed at 4°C against two buffer
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changes of 2 L dialysis buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8, 0.3 M NaCl, 5% glycerol, 10 mM β mercaptoethanol and 5 mM MgCl2). Dialyzed proteins were concentrated to 5–15 mg ml
−1 using a Centricon-10 (Amicon), with the exception of Nhis6-Rap60, which remained
soluble ≤ 1 mg ml−1. His6-tagged proteins Rap60, RapC, ComA and ComA mutants
were stored 4°C in dialysis buffer and remained stable for several months without
significant loss of activity (data not shown). Protein concentrations were determined by
Bradford assay using bovine serum albumin as protein standard. Protein preparations
were estimated to be > 95% pure as determined by SDS-PAGE followed by Coomassie
staining (data not shown).

2.4.7 Gel mobility shift assays
Assays were performed as referenced in Boguslawski et al. 2015. DNA corresponding to
the minimal optimal ComA binding sequence was prepared by annealing two
complementary oligonucleotides containing the following sequence: 5’ tcaTTGCGGcatcCCGCAAgaaactTTGCGGtc-3’, where the bases in uppercase represent
Recognition Elements 1-3. DNA templates contain bases 5’-TCA preceding the ComA
binding sequence and bases TC-3’ following it and are underlined. One of the
oligonucleotides from each pair was labeled on its 5’ end using γ-32P-ATP (Perkin
Elmer) and T4 polynucleotide kinase (NEB). The kinase reaction was terminated by
incubation at 70°C for 20 min. A 1.3-fold molar excess of the complimentary
oligonucleotide was added to the mixture and heated to 95°C for 5 min, followed by slow
cooling to room temperature to facilitate annealing of the oligonucleotides. Duplex DNA
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was purified away from the unincorporated label using a G-25 Centrispin 10 column
(Princeton Separations). In vitro binding reactions contained 13mM Tris pH 8, 5 mM 4(2-Hydroxyethyl) piperazine-1-propanesulfonic acid (EPPS) pH 8.5, 20mM MgCl2, 0.1
mM Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 100mM KCl, 3mM Dithiothreitol (DTT)
and 10% glycerol in a 20μl final volume. Radiolabeled DNA (5nM) was added to the
binding reaction along with the appropriate amount of his6-tagged Rap and ComA.
Protein–DNA complexes were allowed to equilibrate at 24°C for 30 min, prior to the
addition of 5μl of 5X agarose gel loading dye. Samples were loaded into the wells of an
8% polyacrylamide gel containing 5% glycerol and electrophoresed into the gel at 300 V.
Once the loading dye had entered the gel, the voltage was reduced to 120 V, and gels
were run for 4-5 h at 4°C. Gels were dried and analyzed using a Typhoon
PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics). The amount of free DNA and DNA in complex
with ComA and Rap60 was determined using ImageQuant software (Molecular
Dynamics) and Microsoft Excel.

2.4.8 In vitro phosphorylation assays
Sporulation phosphorylation assays were conducted using 3μM his6-KinA, 10μM his6Rap and 5μM each of his6-tagged or native Spo0F, Spo0B and Spo0A, where
appropriate. Similar amounts of protein were used to measure ComA and ComP
phosphorylation. Specifically, 3μM his6-ComP (CD), 10μM his6-Rap and 5μM his6ComA was used to monitor ComA dephosphorylation and phospho-transfer from ComP
to ComA. A total of 5μM of his6-tagged kinase and 5μM his6-Rap was used to monitor
KinA and ComP (CD) autophosphorylation and dephosphorylation. The following
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reaction conditions were used: 13mM Tris pH 8, 50mM EPPS pH 8.5, 20mM MgCl2,
0.1mM EDTA, 100mM KCl, 3mM DTT, 10% glycerol, 0.5mM Adenosine triphosphate
(ATP), and 5μCi γ-32P-ATP. Reactions were assembled and allowed to equilibrate for 1
hours at 24°C, prior to termination with the addition of a final concentration of 10mM
ATP to the reaction mixture. Alternatively, reactions were terminated by removing all
ATP from the reaction mixture using a G-25 Centrispin 10 column (Princeton
Separations). Similar results were obtained with both methods. However, a ∼50% loss of
Spo0F occurred with the G-25 columns (data not shown). To compensate for the poor

yield from the G-25 columns, the concentration of his6-Rap proteins was adjusted in the
reaction mixture to maintain a 1:2 molar ratio of phosphorelay protein to his6-Rap.
Aliquots were removed at the specified times and subjected to SDS-PAGE. Gels were
dried and analyzed using a Typhoon PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics). The
amount of radiolabeled protein was quantitated using ImageQuant software (Molecular
Dynamics) and Microsoft Excel. To monitor the effect of Raps on phosphotransfer of
KinA to Spo0F, KinA was first incubated with γ-32P-ATP at 24°C for 1 hour as
described above. The reaction was terminated as described above using a large excess of
cold ATP. Aliquots were added to tubes containing Spo0F and Rap when required. The
phospho-transfer reaction was terminated with a large excess of cold ATP and 2X SDS
loading dye.
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CHAPTER 3
CHARACTERIZATION OF A NOVEL IRON ACQUISITION ACTIVITY THAT
COORDINATES THE IRON RESPONSE WITH POPULATION DENSITY
DURING IRON REPLETE CONDITIONS IN BACILLUS SUBTILIS

Roy, E. M., & Griffith, K. L. (2017). Characterization of a Novel Iron Acquisition
Activity That Coordinates the Iron Response with Population Density under Iron-Replete
Conditions in Bacillus subtilis. Journal of Bacteriology, 199(1).

3.1 Introduction
Iron is required for the survival of virtually all organisms. Many central
metabolic processes require iron including the TCA cycle, electron transport, amino acid
and nucleotide biosynthesis, nitrogen fixation, oxidative stress response, DNA
replication, and photosynthesis. In addition, iron plays an important role in other
processes including the expression of virulence factors, host colonization, and symbiosis
(see reviews by Jin et al. 2014; Andrews et al. 2003; and Fenton 1894). Excess iron can
be detrimental to cells leading to the generation of hydrogen peroxide, superoxide anion,
and hydroxyl radicals (Hassan and Fridovich 1979; Haber and Weiss 1932; Imlay 2002).
These reactive oxygen species cause damage to DNA and proteins, membrane
dysfunction, and lipid peroxidation (Imlay and Linn 1988; Cabiscol et al. 2000; Kappus
and Sies 1981; Farr et al. 1988; Biachoo et al. 2002).
In Bacillus subtilis and many other bacteria, iron homeostasis is maintained by the
ferric uptake repressor (Fur). Fur acts as a global sensor of intracellular iron by
coordinating transcription of iron responsive genes with available iron. During iron
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replete conditions, B. subtilis Fur, along with its co-repressor Fe+2, binds to the “Fur box”
comprised of two overlapping operator sites each with a 7-1-7 minimal recognition
element (Fuangthong and Helmann 2003). Binding of Fur-Fe+2 to its operator sequence
represses transcription of 20 operons (39 genes) whose gene products are involved in iron
acquisition (Drechsel and Winkelmann 1997). When iron is limited, Fur dissociates from
its operator sequence enabling the transcriptional machinery access to promoter DNA and
de-repression of target genes ensues (Fuangthong and Helmann 2003; Biachoo and
Helmann 2002).
Bacteria typically require ~10-6 M Fe+3 for survival (Nielands et al. 1987,
Chipperfield and Ratledge 2000). Although iron is the fourth most abundant element in
the earth’s crust, the availability of iron is severely limited in aerobic environments at
physiological pH. Under these conditions, the concentration of available Fe+3 is
estimated to be ~10-9 - 10-18 M. The majority of Fe+3 exists as ferric oxides and ferric
hydroxides that aggregate into biologically inert polymers (Nielands et al. 1987;
Chipperfield and Ratledge 2000; Sheldon and Heinrichs 2015). Ferric iron is even more
restricted in a host environment, e.g., ~10-24 M Fe+3. Specifically, host iron is sequestered
into heme, iron-sulfur proteins, and iron storage proteins to suppress the generation of
reactive oxygen species (Andrews et al. 2003; Guerinot 1994).
Not surprisingly, bacteria have evolved sophisticated strategies to acquire iron
from the host and from the environment. For example, Legionella spp. and Streptococcus
spp., reduce ferric iron into the more soluble ferrous form that is subsequently transported
directly into cells (Johnson et al. 1991; Poch and Johnson 1993; Evans et al. 1986).
Pathogenic bacteria Neisseria spp., Helicobacter pylori, Vibrio spp., and Yersinia spp.
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acquire iron directly from host iron storage proteins transferrin, lactoferrin, and heme
(Chen et al. 1993; Husson et al.1993; Stoebner and Payne 1988; Stojiljkovic and Hantke
1992).
Many bacteria and fungi utilize a common strategy of acquiring iron by secreting
extracellular iron chelating molecules called siderophores (Greek for iron bearer). These
low molecular weight molecules (< 1 KDa) have a high affinity for Fe+3 with dissociation
constants ranging from 10-20 – 10-50 M. Specific uptake complexes import Fe+3siderophores directly into the cell to satisfy the cell’s requirement for iron (Fenton 1894;
Guerinot 1994; Nielands 1981).
B. subtilis is indiscriminate in its preference for iron and can acquire iron from
many different sources. B. subtilis has multiple uptake systems for internalizing Fe+3xenosiderophore complexes produced by other bacteria and fungi (Ollinger et al. 2006).
Alternatively, B. subtilis can import elemental Fe+2 and Fe+3 directly into cells via the
EfeUMN (YwbLMN) complex, an uptake system conserved among bacteria and yeast
[28-30]. At high concentrations, citrate acts as an iron chelator and the yfmCDEF gene
products are required for importing Fe+3-citrate into cells (Ollinger et al. 2006).
Undomesticated strains of B. subtilis, e.g., NCBI 3610, synthesize the catecholic
siderophore bacillibactin (2, 3-dihydroxybenzoyl glycine-threonine). The dhbABCDE
operon encodes the biosynthetic machinery for the synthesis of bacillibactin and itoic
acid (2, 3-dihydroxybenzoyl glycine), the latter a precursor to bacillibactin with weak
iron chelating activity (Ito 1993; Grossman et al. 1993; May et al. 2001). Many enteric
bacteria, including E. coli, produce siderophores from 2, 3-dihydroxybenzoate, e.g.,
enterobactin, that are structurally similar to bacillibactin (Earhart 1987). In B. subtilis,
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Fe+3-bacillibactin and Fe+3-enterobactin are imported into cells via the FeuABC-YusV
complex (Ollinger et al. 2006). Interestingly, the B. subtilis laboratory strain JH642 fails
to produce bacillibactin due to mutations in the gene encoding phosphopantetheinyl
transferase (sfp0) that occurred during the process of domestication (Grossman et al.
1993; Nakano et al. 1992). Thus, the question remains, how do laboratory strains of B.
subtilis acquire iron in the absence of bacillibactin?
In this work, we identified a novel iron acquisition activity produced from
cultures of B. subtilis laboratory strain JH642. We named the molecule(s) responsible for
this activity Elemental Fe+2/+3 (Efe) acquisition factor because the efeUMN (ywbLMN)
operon is required for its uptake into cells. Efe acquisition factor accumulates in the
growth medium as cultures progress through the growth cycle and coordinates the iron
response with population density. Efe acquisition factor is produced under iron replete
conditions and its synthesis is regulated independently of Fur. Restoring bacillibactin
production in strain JH642 inhibits the production or activity of Efe acquisition factor. A
similar Efe acquisition activity is present in cultures of E. coli that are defective for
enterobactin production. We speculate this novel iron acquisition activity is conserved
among many bacteria and serves as a backup to Fur-mediated systems.

3.2 RESULTS

3.2.1 Rationale and experimental design
The disparity between the amount of available Fe+3 present during aerobic growth
(10-9 – 10-18 M) and the estimated ~10-6 M Fe+3 required for viability raises the question
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of how laboratory strains of B. subtilis, e.g., JH642, acquire iron in the absence of the
bacillibactin biosynthetic machinery. We rationalize that if strain JH642 utilizes an
unidentified, extracellular molecule(s) to acquire iron, it is predicted to accumulate in the
growth medium. Add-back experiments using cell-free conditioned medium could
provide insight into the presence of such a factor, should it exist. Specifically, the
addition of conditioned medium from a high-density culture containing iron acquisition
molecules to an actively growing low density culture lacking these molecules should, in
theory, result in a decrease in transcription of Fur-regulated genes as cells rapidly
internalize iron and repress the Fur regulon.
To test this hypothesis, cell-free conditioned medium was prepared by growing a
culture of strain JH642 to high cell density (OD600~1.5). Cells were pelleted by
centrifugation, and the medium filter sterilized (Materials and Methods). Test strain
JMS122 (ΔcomA), an isogenic derivative of the laboratory strain JH642, was grown to
low cell density (OD600~0.2). The culture was separated into two shaker flasks. One
flask received an equal volume of conditioned medium while the second flask received
an equal volume of uninoculated medium. Both cultures were allowed to grow for an
additional 30 min at which time cells were harvested, RNA was isolated from each
culture, and microarray analyses were performed to measure global changes in gene
expression (Materials and Methods, and Figure 3.1). Strain JMS122 (ΔcomA) was used
in these studies to avoid the identification of quorum sensing genes that are known to be
regulated under these growth conditions by the transcriptional activator ComA (Comella
and Grossman 2005; Ogura et al. 2001).
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Figure 3.1. Overview of experimental design. Add-back experiments were
performed to identify genes differentially regulated by conditioned medium (CM) and
uninoculated medium (UM). Specifically, cell-free conditioned media was prepared
from a high density culture of strain JH642 as described in Materials and Methods.
Strain JMS122 (ΔcomA) was grown to low cell density (OD600 ~0.2). The culture was
divided into two shaker flasks. One flask received an equal volume of cell-free
conditioned medium, while the other flask received an equal volume of uninoculated
medium. Cultures were allowed to grow for 30 min at 37oC with vigorous aeration.
RNA was isolated from each culture and microarray analyses were used to measure
changes in gene expression (Materials and Methods).

3.2.2 Transcriptome analysis
A microarray platform, developed by Auchtung et al., 2005, was used in this
study to identify genes whose mRNA levels differed by at least 2.5-fold when treated
with conditioned medium or uninoculated medium compared to a reference containing
equal amounts of cDNA from both samples (Materials and Methods). Although changes
in mRNA levels can result from transcription or mRNA stability, we assume that changes
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in mRNA levels reflect actual changes in gene expression. A total of 49 genes were
identified whose mRNA levels differed by at least 2.5-fold between the two conditions.
Three genes were upregulated a modest 2.5 – 3-fold, while 46 genes were downregulated 2.5 – 14-fold (Table 3.2).
The most striking change in transcription came from genes directly regulated by
Fur. Most of the genes in the Fur regulon were down regulated 2.5 – 12-fold in response
to conditioned medium (Table 3.2, bold). With few exceptions (e.g., yfmCDEF operon),
every gene in a Fur-regulated operon met the criteria for significance. The remaining
genes listed in Table 3.2 were not considered for further analysis because they lack
association with a recognizable pathway, they represent only a small part of a specific
pathway, or the effects on transcription were minimal. Instead, we focused our analysis
on Fur-regulated genes since cells are responding to conditioned medium by repressing
transcription of the Fur regulon.

GENES UPREGULATED BY CONDITIONED MEDIUM
Gene
topB
yddG
folC

Description
DNA topoisomerase III
Unknown
Folyl-polyglutamate syntetase

Fold Change
2.6
3.0
2.5
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GENES DOWNREGULATED BY CONDITIONED MEDIUM
Gene
abrB
folB
yddA
feuC
feuB
feuA
yclM
yclN
yclP
yclQ
ydbN
ydfB
gabP
yfmC
yfiY
yfiZ
yhfQ
mtnK
ykuN
ykuO
ykuP
fruR
fruA
ylaD
pyrK
Asd
yoaC
yoaD
lysC
dhbF
dhbB
dhbE
dhbC
dhbA
yuil
hom
frlB
fhuC
fhuG
fhuB
fhuD
ywjB
ywbO
efeB
efeO
efeU
yxeB

Description
Transcriptional pleiotropic regulator of transition state genes
Dihydroneopterin aldolase
Similar to unknown proteins
Iron-uptake system permease protein
Iron-uptake system permease protein
Iron-uptake system binding protein
Aspartokinase 3
Similar to ferrichrome permease
Similar to ferrichrome ATP-binding protein
Similar to ferrichrome ABC transporter
Putative RNA chaperone
Uncharacterized N-acetyltransferase
Gamma-aminobutyrate permease
Ferric iron citrate binding protein
Probable siderophore-binding lipoprotein
Similar to iron(III)dicitrate transport permease
Putative ABC transporter substrate-binding lipoprotein
Methylthioribose kinase (ykrT)
Similar to flavodoxin
Unknown
Similar to flavodoxin
Transcriptional repressor of the fructose operon
PTS fructose-specific enzyme IIABC component
Anti-sigma YlaC factor
Dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (electron transfer subunit)
Aspartate-semialdehyde dehydrogenase
Putative sugar kinase
Putative 2-hydroxyacid dehydrogenase
Aspartokinase II (alpha and beta subunits)
Dimodular nonribosomal peptide synthase
Isochorismatase
2;3-dihydroxybenzoate-AMP ligase
Isochorismate synthase
2;3-dihydro-2;3-dihydroxybenzoate dehydrogenase
Similar to unknown proteins
Homoserine dehydrogenase
Fructosamine deglycase (yurP)
Ferrichrome ATP-binding protein
Ferrichrome ABC transporter permease
Ferrichrome ABC transporter permease
Ferrichrome binding protein
Similar to unknown proteins
Similar to unknown proteins
Deferrochelatase/peroxidase (ywbN)
Probable iron uptake system component (ywbM)
Iron permease (ywbL)
Ferric iron hydroxamate binding protein
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Fold Change
2.5
2.5
2.8
3.2
3.0
4.3
3.0
2.5
2.1
2.3
7.5
2.5
2.5
3.0
5.3
2.3
3.7
3.2
6.5
11.3
7.5
12.1
13.9
3.7
2.8
2.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
11.3
8.0
9.8
12.1
8.0
4.9
3.0
2.5
3.2
3.5
3.0
3.7
2.1
2.5
4.0
2.5
1.8
6.1

Table 3.1. Genes differently regulated by conditioned medium (a) DNA
microarrays were performed as described in Materials and Methods. The Statistical
Analysis of Microarrays (SAM) program was used to identify genes whose
expression changed 2.5-fold or greater over three independent experiments with at
least a 95% confidence (http://statweb.stanford.edu/~tibs/SAM/). Genes are
arranged based on their location on the chromosome. Arrows indicate genes that are
part of a known or predicted operon. Any genes that are part of a known operon, but
with changes less than the 2.5-fold cut-off with 95% confidence, are also included
Table 2. Genes known to be directly regulated by Fur repressor are in bold. Old
gene names are in parentheses.
3.2.3 Iron acquisition activity increases with population density
The gene expression profiles from the microarray experiments were generated by
normalizing experimental cDNA samples to a reference sample comprised of equal
amounts of cDNA from cultures treated with uninoculated and conditioned media. This
allows us to more accurately compare gene expression across different, but related
experiments. However, this analysis results in an under-representation of the absolute
magnitude of the response. Quantitative RT-PCR was used to more accurately measure
the relative mRNA abundance of representative Fur-regulated genes following the
addition of conditioned medium in the add-back experiments (Materials and Methods).
Consistent with the microarray analyses, a decrease in transcription was observed upon
the addition of conditioned medium for all 5 Fur-regulated genes tested (dhbA, fhuD,
feuA, ydbN, and ykuN). Depending on the gene, a maximal 10 - 1,000-fold decrease in
mRNA levels was observed in the initial 20 min after treatment, followed by a steady
increase in mRNA throughout the course of the experiment (Fig 3.2A, black bars). In
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contrast, a 2 – 3-fold increase in mRNA abundance was observed for all 5 genes
following the addition of uninoculated medium (Fig 3.2A, gray bars).

Figure 3.2. Effect of cell-free conditioned medium on transcription of
Fur-regulated genes. Add-back experiments were performed using
conditioned medium (CM) and uninoculated medium (UM). Quantitative
RT-PCR was used to measure mRNA abundance of Fur-regulated genes
(Materials and Methods). Transcript abundance was normalized to
uninoculated medium at zero min (UM T=0 min). Experiments were
performed in triplicate and the percent standard error is shown. A. The
relative mRNA abundance was determined for Fur-regulated genes dhbA,
fhuD, feuA, ydbN, and ykuN. Black bars represent the addition of
conditioned medium from a high density culture while gray bars are
uninoculated medium. Asterisks represent P-values < 0.01 relative to UM
T=0 min. B. Abundance of the dhbA gene was determined after the addition
of uninoculated medium (UM) in gray, cell-free conditioned medium from a
low density culture of strain JH642 (light gray bars), or conditioned medium
from a high density culture of strain JH642 (black bars). LD = low density
(OD600 ~0.2) and HD = high density (OD600 ~1.5). Asterisks represent Pvalues < 0.01 between the two conditions.
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The density of the culture used to prepare the conditioned medium in the addback experiments had a profound effect on the magnitude of the response by Fur. Using
dhbA transcription as a proxy for iron availability and Fur activity, a modest 3-fold
reduction in dhbA mRNA was observed from strain JH642 following 20 min incubation
in conditioned medium from a low-density culture (Fig 3.2B, light gray bars). In
contrast, a 100-fold reduction in dhbA mRNA was observed following treatment with
conditioned medium from a high-density culture (Fig 3.2B, black bars). In both cases, an
increase in dhbA mRNA was observed after the initial 20 min of treatment with
conditioned media (Fig 3.2B, light gray and black bars). We conclude that the
extracellular factor(s) responsible for modulating the activity of dhbA and, by inference,
other Fur-regulated genes is present or becomes activated at high cell density, but not low
density.
The simplest explanation for these results is the accumulation of an iron
acquisition activity present in conditioned medium. During the add-back experiment,
iron present in conditioned medium is predicted to be internalized by cells resulting in the
observed repression of Fur-regulated genes (Fig 3.2A, black bars 20 min). As iron is
consumed by cells, a gradual de-repression of iron utilization genes occurs as cells
attempt to acquire additional iron to maintain homeostasis (Fig 3.2A, black bars 20-120
min). The presence of an iron acquisition activity in conditioned medium also explains
the de-repression of Fur-regulated genes observed when uninoculated medium is used in
the add-back experiment. Diluting any pre-existing iron acquisition factors present in the
growth medium with the addition of uninoculated medium is expected to decrease the
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concentration of iron available to cells resulting in de-repression of Fur-regulated genes
as cells attempt to acquire additional iron (Fig 3.2A, gray bars).

3.2.4 Fur coordinates transcription of iron responsive genes with population density
Accumulation of an extracellular iron acquisition activity in the growth medium
could provide an effective way to coordinate transcription of the iron response with
population density. To test this prediction, promoter fusions to lacZ were created for
several Fur-regulated genes and the transcriptional response was monitored throughout
the growth cycle by measurement of β-galactosidase activity (Materials and Methods).
For each reporter tested (dhbA, ykuN, and feuA), β-galactosidase specific activity was low
at low cell density, increased 2 – 3-fold during exponential growth, and decreased as
cultures transitioned into stationary phase (Fig 3.3A). To determine the role of Fur
repressor in the observed response, a fur deletion was constructed in each of the reporter
strains (Materials and Methods). The density-dependent transcriptional regulation was
abolished in the fur mutant strains. Specifically, transcription was de-repressed 3–6-fold
compared to wild type and remained constant throughout the growth cycle resulting in
high β-galactosidase activity even as cells transitioned into stationary phase (Fig 3.3B).
To further characterize the density-dependent regulation of iron responsive genes,
a differential rate plot was prepared from the data in Fig 3.3A. An increase in βgalactosidase synthesis was observed from all three reporters during exponential growth
(1-3 hours) as shown by the positive slope of the curves (Fig 3.3C). This is consistent
with cells experiencing iron limitation and attempting to acquire additional iron to
maintain homeostasis. As cultures enter into stationary (4-6 hours), the rate of β-
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galactosidase synthesis was reduced for all three reporter strains and β-galactosidase was
actively turned over as indicated by the negative slope of the curves (Fig 3.3C).

Figure 3.3. Effect of Fur on density-dependent regulation of iron responsive
genes. Cultures containing Fur-regulated promoter fusions to lacZ were grown in
minimal medium, aliquots removed every hour, and β-galactosidase activity was
determined (Materials and Methods). Experiments were repeated in triplicate with
similar results. A single representative experiment is shown. A. NC209 (PdhbAlacZ), circles; KG46 (PykuN-lacZ), triangles; and KG19 (PfeuA-lacZ), diamonds. B.
KG1275 (PdhbA-lacZ Δfur), circles; KG1271 (PykuN-lacZ Δfur), triangles; and
KG1283 (PfeuA-lacZ Δfur), diamonds. C. Differential rate plot using data from Fig
3A. NC209 (PdhbA-lacZ), circles; KG46 (PykuN-lacZ), triangles; and KG19 (PfeuAlacZ), diamonds. D. The half-life of β-galactosidase activity was determined from
cultures grown to low and high densities. Briefly, cells were grown to the indicated
density, left untreated, or treated with chloramphenicol to inhibit protein synthesis.
Aliquots were removed every 30 min for measurement of β-galactosidase activity and
the half-life determined. The half-lives of β-galactosidase activity are statistically
insignificant between the different conditions. Experiments were performed in
triplicate and standard error is shown. LD = low density (OD600 ~0.2) and HD = high
density (OD600 ~1.5).
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Three factors contribute to reduced β-galactosidase activity as the reporter strains
enter into stationary phase. First, as the iron acquisition activity accumulates in the
growth medium, iron is internalized, and transcription of Fur-regulated genes is repressed
resulting in reduced β-galactosidase synthesis (Table 3.2 and Fig 3.2A). Second, unlike
in E. coli, β-galactosidase is unstable in B. subtilis. To demonstrate this effect, strain
KG46 (PykuN-lacZ) was grown to low (OD600~0.2) and high (OD600~1.5) cell densities,
treated with the translational inhibitor chloramphenicol, and aliquots removed at the
specified times for measurement of β-galactosidase activity. A similar reduction in βgalactosidase activity was observed at both cell densities following treatment with
chloramphenicol resulting in half-lives of 145 min at low density and 123 min at high
density (Figs 3.3D, black and gray bars, respectively). Third, translation of the reporter
gene decreases at high cell density as observed by similar half-lives of β-galactosidase
activity in the presence and absence of antibiotic treatment (Fig 3.3D, gray and light gray
bars, respectively). The decrease in translation is likely due to a combination of
repressed transcription of PykuN-lacZ and turn-over of the mRNA.
Taken together, these results indicate that Fur coordinates the transcription of iron
responsive genes with population density through the action of this novel iron acquisition
activity. Specifically, transcription is de-repressed at low cell density when cells are
limited for iron acquisition molecules. At high-cell density, when the culture transitions
into stationary phase, transcription of target genes is repressed as sufficient iron
acquisition molecules are present in the medium. The decrease in β-galactosidase
activity observed from the reporter strains at high cell density is due to a combination of
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repressed transcription of the reporter by Fur, unstable β-galactosidase activity, and
decreased translation presumably due to reduced mRNA levels.

3.2.5 Characterization of conditioned medium
The instability of β-galactosidase in B. subtilis should, in theory, make it an ideal
reporter for studying transcriptional repression of Fur-regulated genes. To test this
prediction, strain NC209 (PdhbA-lacZ) was grown to low cell density (OD600~0.2),
treated with uninoculated medium or conditioned medium, and β-galactosidase activity
was measured throughout the growth cycle. A 10-fold reduction in β-galactosidase
activity was observed after treatment with conditioned medium compared to uninoculated
medium, followed by a steady increase in activity throughout exponential growth (Fig
3.4A). Although the magnitude of the response was significantly less compared to
quantitative RT-PCR (Fig 3.2A), we can use the PdhbA-lacZ reporter to monitor
repression of transcription.
To begin to characterize the biomolecule(s) responsible for iron acquisition,
conditioned medium from strain JH642 was treated as described below and add-back
experiments were performed using strain NC209 (PdhbA-lacZ). Specifically, conditioned
medium was treated with DNase I, RNase A, Proteinase K, heat (75oC for 20 min), or
long-term storage at 4oC (Materials and Methods). None of the treatments had a
significant effect on iron acquisition indicating that the molecule(s) responsible for the
observed activity is not likely a nucleic acid or a heat labile protein (Fig 3.4B). To
determine the approximate molecular weight of the molecule(s) responsible for iron
acquisition, conditioned medium was filtered using centrifugal concentration devices
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with a defined molecular weight cut-off (Materials and Methods). The activity remained
in the flow through following filtration with a 3 kDa molecular weight cut-off membrane
indicating that the molecular weight of the molecule(s) responsible for iron acquisition is
less than 3 kDa (Fig 3.4B).
It is possible that iron uptake is not due to an extracellular factor, but the result of
iron released from dead or lysing cells during the preparation of conditioned medium. To
test this prediction, cells were grown to high density, disrupted by sonication to release
their cellular contents, and conditioned medium prepared as described in Materials and
Methods. Add back experiments were performed using the reporter strain KG46 (PykuNlacZ) and β-galactosidase activity was normalized to untreated, uninoculated medium.
As a control, sonication of uninoculated medium had no effect on β-galactosidase activity
of strain KG46 (Fig 3.4C, first series). A ~10-fold decrease in β-galactosidase activity
was observed with conditioned medium prepared from sonicated cells, similar to
conditioned medium prepared from intact cells (Fig 3.4C, second series). If the
conditioned medium from intact cells was already saturated with iron, releasing
additional iron from cells by sonication is not predicted to further repress transcription of
PykuN-lacZ. Only if the available iron were diluted below saturation would we observe
an effect on transcription. Thus, we prepared dilutions of the two conditioned media with
S750 minimal media and repeated the add-back experiments. No significant difference in
β-galactosidase activity was observed between untreated and sonicated media at each
dilution (Fig 3.4C, series 3 - 5). Thus, the iron acquisition activity observed in strain
JH642 is not due to iron released from dead or dying cells.
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Figure 3.4. Biochemical characterization of conditioned medium from strain
JH642. A. Add-back experiments were performed with strain NC209 (PdhbAlacZ) using conditioned medium from strain JH642 and uninoculated medium.
The percent activity was determined from the time point, typically 3 hrs, with the
lowest β-galactosidase activity upon treatment with conditioned medium and
normalized to the corresponding time point treated with uninoculated medium. A
single representative experiment is shown to illustrate how percent activity was
determined. UM = Uninoculated Medium and CM = Conditioned Medium. B.
Conditioned medium was treated with DNaseI, RNaseA, Proteinase K, 75oC for
20 min, storage at 4oC for 3 months, or following passage through a Centricon-3
centrifugal device with a 3 kDa molecular weight cut-off membrane (Materials
and Methods). Add-back experiments were performed with strain NC209 (PdhbAlacZ) using treated conditioned and uninoculated media. Percent activity was
determined as described above and normalized to uninoculated medium with the
same treatment. The response to each treatment was statistically insignificant
compared to no treatment. Note that similar β-galactosidase activities were
observed from the reporter strain when uninoculated medium was treated as
described above compared to untreated, uninoculated medium. Experiments were
repeated in triplicate and standard error is shown. C. Conditioned medium was
prepared from cultures left untreated or sonicated to release their cellular
components. The conditioned medium was diluted 1:2, 1:3, or 1:10 with S750
minimal medium as indicated in parenthesis. Add-back experiments were
performed using strain KG46 (PykuN-lacZ) and β-galactosidase activity was
normalized to untreated, uninoculated medium. Differences observed between the
two conditioned medium preparations at each dilution were not statistically
significant.

3.2.6 Effect of Fur and extracellular iron on iron acquisition activity
In many bacteria, transcription of siderophore biosynthetic genes is directly
regulated by Fur in response to available iron [38]. If transcription of the gene(s)
required to synthesize the iron acquisition activity in strain JH642 is also directly
regulated by Fur, then relieving the negative regulation by Fur is predicted to increase its
production. To test this prediction, conditioned medium was harvested from strains
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JH642 and KG60 (Δfur), add-back experiments performed on strain JH642, and
transcription of the Fur-regulated dhbA gene was measured using quantitative RT-PCR
(Materials and Methods).
Conditioned medium isolated from high density cultures of strains JH642 and
KG60 (Δfur) repressed transcription of dhbA to similar extents (Fig 3.5A, top). One
possibility is that the iron acquisition activity from strain JH642 is saturated at high cell
density. If so, a greater effect might be observed if conditioned medium was prepared
from low density cultures. No statistical difference in dhbA transcription was observed
following treatment with conditioned medium prepared from low density cultures of
either strain (Fig 3.5A, bottom).
Alternatively, it is possible that the iron acquisition activity is, indeed, regulated
by Fur, but cells are starved for iron in the presence of 5μM FeCl3 used in these
experiments. If this were the case, de-repression of Fur-regulated genes would occur
during these growth conditions, and relieving the negative regulation by Fur would have
minimal impact on the transcription of target genes. To determine whether iron is limited
under these growth conditions, the reporter strain KG46 (PykuN-lacZ) was grown in
minimal medium supplemented with different amounts of FeCl3, and transcription was
monitored throughout the growth cycle by measurement of β-galactosidase activity.
The concentration of FeCl3 in the growth medium had a significant impact on the
transcription of PykuN-lacZ. As the concentration of FeCl3 decreased, an increase in βgalactosidase activity was observed. Interestingly, the density-dependent regulation of
PykuN-lacZ occurred at all concentrations of FeCl3, except 50µM FeCl3 that completely
repressed transcription (Fig 3.5B). Strain KG46 is clearly not limited for iron in the
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presence of 5µM FeCl3 as shown by a 5-fold reduction in β-galactosidase activity
compared to medium lacking FeCl3 (Fig 3.5B). The concentration of FeCl3 in the growth
medium also had a profound effect on the growth rate of strain KG46. As the
concentration of FeCl3 decreased, the generation time of strain KG46 increased.
Specifically, a 2-fold increase in the growth rate was observed for cultures grown without
FeCl3 (110 min) compared to 50 min in medium containing 5µM FeCl3 (Fig 3.5B).
Based on the observed growth rate and the transcriptional response of PykuN-lacZ, we
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Figure 3.5. Effect of Fur repressor and extracellular iron on iron acquisition
activity. A. Add-back experiments were performed on strain JH642 using
uninoculated medium (gray), conditioned medium from strain JH642 (black), or
conditioned medium from strain KG56 containing a fur deletion (light gray).
Conditioned medium was isolated from cultures grown to high (OD600 ~1.5) and low
(OD600 ~0.2) densities (top and bottom panels, respectively). The abundance of dhbA
mRNA was measured using quantitative RT-PCR. Experiments were performed in
triplicate and percent standard error is shown. Asterisks represent P-values < 0.01
between the two treatments (WT versus Δfur mutant) at each time point. B. Strain
KG46 (PykuN-lacZ) was grown in minimal medium containing different
concentrations of FeCl3, aliquots were removed every hour, and β-galactosidase
specific activity was determined. The average generation time of strain KG46 grown
in the presence of 5 μM FeCl3 was 50 min, compared to 110 min in the absence of
FeCl3. Note that 5 μM FeCl3 (black circles and bold) was used in the experiments
described throughout this manuscript. Experiments were performed in triplicate with
similar results. A single representative experiment is shown.

conclude that strain KG46 is not limited for iron with 5μM FeCl3 present in the growth
medium. To our knowledge, this is the first example of an iron acquisition activity that is
regulated independently of Fur repressor and is present during iron replete conditions.

3.2.7 Effect of receptor mutants on iron acquisition
B. subtilis has multiple acquisition systems for internalizing Fe+3-bacillibactin and
Fe+3-xenosiderophores produced from a variety of different microbes (Ollinger et al.
2006). To determine if any of these pathways are involved in acquiring iron by strain
JH642, we obtained genetic deletions in each of the uptake systems (kind gift from J.
Helmann). Individual deletions were introduced into the reporter strain KG46 (PykuNlacZ) and tested for the ability to utilize iron from conditioned medium prepared from
strain JH642 using the add-back experiments.
A ~10-fold decrease in β-galactosidase activity was observed for wild type strain
KG46 following the addition of conditioned medium compared to uninoculated medium
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(Fig 3.6A). Similar effects were observed in strains deleted for yfhA (schizokinen and
anthrobactin uptake), and fhuB (ferrioxamine and ferrichrome uptake), feuA (bacillibactin
uptake), and yfmC (Fe+3-citrate uptake). These Fe+3-xenosiderophore uptake systems are
clearly not involved in the utilization of iron from conditioned medium prepared from
strain JH642 (Fig 3.6A).
On the other hand, strain KG1748 (PykuN-lacZ ΔefeU), containing a deletion in
the first gene of the efeUMN (ywbLMN) operon, exhibited signs of extreme iron
starvation. First, a ~20-fold increase in β-galactosidase activity was observed in strain
KG1748 compared to wild type indicating significant de-repression of the Fur-regulated
PykuN-lacZ. Second, growth was arrested in strain KG1748 as cultures reached a
maximal OD600 of ~0.2 (Figs 3.6B, black circles). The addition of conditioned medium
to strain KG1748 slightly improved the growth defect enabling cells to reach an OD600
~1, but cells remained starved for iron as shown by high β-galactosidase activity (Figs
3.6A and 3.6B, open squares). This was mainly due to itoic acid in the conditioned
medium which has weak iron chelating activity (Ito 1993; Grossman et al. 1993; May et
al. 2001). Specifically, we created a strain unable to synthesize itoic acid by deleting the
dhbABCDE operon (Materials and Methods). Growth of strain KG1748 (ΔefeU) was
arrested at OD600 0.1 - 0.2 and cells were starved for iron following the addition of
conditioned medium from strain KG56 (ΔdhbABCE), compared to the wild type reporter
strain KG46 treated with uninoculated medium (Fig 6B, black triangles, and black
diamonds, respectively). High concentrations of citrate serves as an effective iron
chelator (Ollinger et al. 2006). The addition of exogenous citrate to the growth medium
of strain KG1748 (ΔefeU) repressed transcription of PykuN-lacZ and restored the growth
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rate to wild type levels (Figs 3.6B, open circles). This is consistent with previous work
by Ollinger et al., 2006 showing similar growth defects in a strain deleted for efeU(ywbL)
when grown in minimal medium lacking citrate (Ollinger et al. 2006).
These results indicate that increased transcription of PykuN-lacZ and the growth
defects observed in strain KG1748 (ΔefeU) are due to the cell’s inability to import
sufficient quantities of iron to support cellular processes. The iron acquisition activity
present in conditioned medium of strain JH642 works in combination with the EfeUMN
complex to acquire iron under these growth conditions. Previous work by Meithke et al.,
2013 demonstrated that free Fe+2 and Fe+3 are transported into cells via the efeUMN
operon (Miethke et al. 2013). The presence of an iron reductase could explain the
observed activity in conditioned medium. Specifically, Fe+3 could be reduced to Fe+2 for
direct import into cells. The ferrozine assay, described by Lovely and Phillips, 1986
(Escolar et al. 1999), was used to measure the presence of Fe+2 in conditioned medium.
No Fe+2 was detected in conditioned medium even after concentrating the media 100-fold
(data not shown). This was somewhat expected because any soluble Fe+2 present in
conditioned medium would be rapidly oxidized to Fe+3 during anaerobic growth.
Alternatively, iron reduction could occur at the membrane, followed by immediate
transport of Fe+2 into cells that would be undetectable with the ferrozine assay.
The identity of the molecule(s) responsible for the iron acquisition activity and the
form of iron transported into cells remains unknown at this time. It is possible that Fe+2
is produced by an iron reductase and elemental Fe+2 (or rapidly oxidized elemental Fe+3)
is transported directly into cells. Alternatively, Fe+2 or Fe+3 bound by a chelating
molecule, e.g., a siderophore, could account for the observed activity. Future
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experiments are required to distinguish between these possibilities. Regardless of the
molecule’s identity, we tentatively name the molecule(s) responsible for the iron
acquisition activity Elemental Fe+2/+3 (Efe) acquisition factor because of the
requirement for EfeUMN complex.
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Figure 3.6. Effect of single receptor mutants on iron uptake from conditioned
medium. Add-back experiments were performed on reporter strains (PykuN-lacZ)
containing single mutations in different Fe+3-xenosiderophore uptake systems.
Experiments were performed in triplicate with similar results. UM = Uninoculated
Medium and CM = Conditioned Medium. A. Strains contain PykuN-lacZ and the
following mutations: KG46 (wild type), KG1754 (ΔyfhA), KG1755 (ΔfhuB),
KG1752 (ΔfeuA), KG1757 (ΔyfmC), and KG1748 (ΔefeU(ywbL)). Conditioned
medium was prepared from strain JH642. Percent activity was determined for each
reporter strain as described in Fig 4A. Similar β-galactosidase activities were
observed for each reporter strain when treated with uninoculated medium, the
exception was strain KG1748 that exhibited a 20 fold increase in β-galactosidase
activity compared to wild type. Experiments were performed in triplicate and percent
standard error is shown. The asterisk represents a P-value < 0.01 relative to wild
type. B. A representative add-back experiment performed on strain KG1748 (PykuNlacZ ΔefeU(ywbL)) is shown. Strain KG1748 was grown to OD600 ~0.1 and treated
with the following: uninoculated medium (black circles); conditioned medium from
strain JH642 (open squares); conditioned medium from strain KG56 (ΔdhbABCDE)
(black triangles), and uninoculated medium supplemented with 340 μM citrate (open
circles). For comparison, wild type strain KG46 (PykuN-lacZ) was treated with
uninoculated medium (black diamonds). β-galactosidase activities are shown on top
and growth curves on the bottom.

3.2.8 Reciprocal regulation of Efe acquisition factor and bacillibactin
Undomesticated strains of B. subtilis produce the siderophore bacillibactin (BB).
To begin to determine whether undomesticated strains also produce Efe acquisition
factor, we constructed strain EMR130 (ΔdhbABCDE), an isogenic derivative of the
undomesticated strain DS7187 containing a deletion of the dhbABCDE operon that is
unable to produce bacillibactin or its precursor itoic acid (Materials and Methods).
Conditioned medium was prepared from strains DS7187 (wild type) and EMR130
(ΔdhbABCDE) that produce bacillibactin (BB+) and lack bacillibactin (BB-),
respectively. Add-back experiments were performed with the reporter strain KG46
(PykuN-lacZ) and derivatives of strain KG46 that contain mutations in the uptake systems
for bacillibactin (feuA) or Efe acquisition factor (efeU).
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Parental strain KG46 (PykuN-lacZ) internalized iron present in conditioned media
from both strains DS7187 (BB+) and EMR130 (BB-) repressing transcription of PykuNlacZ as shown by a 10-fold decrease in β-galactosidase activity (Fig 3.7A, first series).
Similarly, conditioned medium from strain EMR130 (BB-) also repressed transcription of
PykuN-lacZ in the feuA mutant reporter strain (Fig 3.7A, second series black bar). In
contrast, the efeU mutant reporter strain was unable to utilize the iron chelating activity
present in EMR130 (BB-) resulting in high β-galactosidase activity (Fig 3.7A, third series
black bar). These results are consistent with strain EMR130 (BB-) producing Efe
acquisition factor.
Conditioned medium from strain DS7187 (BB+) repressed transcription of
PykuN-lacZ containing the efeU mutation (Fig 3.7A, third series gray bar). This was
expected since previous work demonstrated that Fe+3-bacillibactin is imported into cells
via the FeuABC-YusV complex (Ollinger et al. 2006). Interestingly, conditioned
medium from strain DS7187 (BB+) failed to repress transcription of PykuN-lacZ in the
feuA mutant reporter strain (Fig 3.7A, second series gray bar). This suggests that strain
DS7187 (BB+) fails to produce Efe acquisition factor or its activity is perturbed. Taken
together, these results indicate that undomesticated strains of B. subtilis secrete an active
Efe acquisition factor, but only in the absence of bacillibactin.
We determined whether the reciprocal regulation of Efe acquisition factor by
bacillibactin was specific to undomesticated strains of B. subtilis or common to the
domesticated laboratory strain JH642. Laboratory strain JH642 (sfp0) is unable to
produce bacillibactin due to mutations in the sfp gene. Replacing sfp0 with a functional
sfp allele (sfp+) restores bacillibactin production in strain JH642 (Ito 1993, Grossman et
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al. 1993, May et al. 2001). The wild type sfp allele, under control of its own promoter
(amyE::Psfp-sfp+), was transformed into strain JH642 (kind gift from D. Kearns).
Conditioned medium was prepared from isogenic strains EMR135 (sfp+) and JH642
(sfp0) that produce bacillibactin (BB+) and lack bacillibactin (BB-), respectively. Similar
add-back experiments were performed as described above using conditioned medium
from strains EMR135 and JH642.
The wild type reporter strain KG46 (PykuN-lacZ) utilized iron present in
conditioned media from both strains EMR135 (BB+) and JH642 (BB-) to repress
transcription of PykuN-lacZ as shown by a 10-fold decrease in β-galactosidase activity
compared to uninoculated medium (Fig 3.7B, first series). Similar to the results
described in Fig 3.7A, transcription of PykuN-lacZ was repressed in the feuA mutant with
conditioned medium from strain JH642 (BB-), but not strain EMR135 (BB+) (Fig 3.7B,
second series). Likewise, the efeU mutant reporter strain was able to utilize the iron
acquisition activity present in conditioned medium from strain EMR135 (BB+), but not
from strain JH642 (BB-) (Fig 3.7B, third series). These results indicate that the
regulation of Efe acquisition factor by bacillibactin is conserved among domesticated and
undomesticated strains of B. subtilis.

3.2.9 Production of Efe acquisition factor from E. coli
E. coli produces the catechol siderophore enterobactin (EB) (Earhart 1987). We
determined whether Efe acquisition factor is specific to B. subtilis or conserved among
other bacteria including E. coli. Conditioned medium was isolated from wild type E. coli
(EB+) and strain EMR126 (ΔentC), a mutant deficient for enterobactin production (EB-).
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Add-back experiments were conducted using the B. subtilis reporter strain KG46 (PykuNlacZ) and isogenic derivatives containing mutations in feuA or efeU, defective for uptake
and utilization of enterobactin and Efe acquisition factor, respectively.
The wild type B. subtilis reporter strain KG46 (PykuN-lacZ) utilized the iron
chelating activities present in conditioned media isolated from both strains of E. coli as
shown by a 8 - 9 fold reduction in β-galactosidase activity compared to uninoculated
medium (Fig 3.7C, first series). The feuA mutant reporter strain internalized the iron
chelating activity produced from E. coli strain EMR126 (EB-), but not from wild type E.
coli (EB+), to repress transcription of PykuN-lacZ (Fig 3.7C, second series). Similarly,
transcription of PykuN-lacZ was repressed in the efeU mutant reporter strain when treated
with conditioned medium from wild type E. coli (EB+), but not the enterobactin-deficient
(EB-) strain EMR126 (Fig 3.7C, third series). Taken together, we conclude that a similar
iron acquisition activity is present in E. coli and B. subtilis, iron uptake is dependent on
the EfeUMN complex during these growth conditions, and the production of Efe
acquisition factor or its activity is inhibited by catecholic siderophores enterobactin and
bacillibactin.
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Figure 3.7. Effects of bacillibactin on the activity of Efe acquisition factor. Addback experiments were performed on wild type strain KG46 (PykuN-lacZ) and the
reporter strain containing individual deletions in feuA (KG1752) and efeU (KG1748)
that are defective for bacillibactin (BB) and Efe acquisition factor (Efe) uptake,
respectively. Percent activity was determined for each strain as described in Fig 4A.
Experiments were performed in triplicate and standard error is shown. Asterisks
represent P-values < 0.01 between the two conditions for each strain. UM =
Uninoculated Medium. A. Conditioned medium from undomesticated bacillibactin
defective (BB-) strain EMR130 (ΔdhbA-E::erm) shown in black and from the
undomesticated bacillibactin producing (BB+) strain DS7187 (NCIB3610
pBS32::ΔcomI) shown in gray. B. Conditioned medium from bacillibactin defective
(BB-) laboratory strain JH642 (sfpo) shown in black and from bacillibactin producing
(BB+) laboratory strain EMR135 (sfpo amyE::Psfp-sfp+::cm) shown in gray. C.
Conditioned medium from enterobactin defective (EB-) E. coli strain
EMR126(ΔentC::kan) shown in black and from the wild type enterobactin producing
(EB+) strain MG1655 shown in gray.
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3.2.10 Regulation of Efe acquisition factor by bacillibactin and enterobactin
Bacillibactin and enterobactin have high affinities for iron [34]. It is possible
these catecholic siderophores modulate the activity of Efe acquisition factor by
sequestering available iron from the medium. If so, the iron binding activity of
bacillibactin, present in culture medium, is predicted to be higher than Efe acquisition
factor. To test this prediction, conditioned medium was isolated from isogenic strains
JH642 (BB-) and EMR135 (BB+), dilutions prepared using S750 minimal medium, and
add-back experiments performed using the reporter strain KG46 (PykuN-lacZ). At each
dilution, no statistical difference in β-galactosidase activity was observed after treatment
with conditioned medium from either strain (Fig 3.8A). Thus, we conclude that the
conditioned medium isolated from isogenic strains JH642 (BB-) and EMR135 (BB+)
have similar iron binding activities indicating that bacillibactin is not likely modulating
the activity of Efe acquisition factor by sequestering away available iron.
Similar experiments were conducted using purified enterobactin isolated from E.
coli (Sigma). First, we determined the minimal concentration of purified enterobactin
required to rescue the reporter strain KG1748 (PykuN-lacZ ΔefeU) from iron starvation.
Specifically, add-back experiments were conducted with strain KG1748 (PykuN-lacZ
ΔefeU) using uninoculated medium containing different amounts of purified enterobactin.
A concentration of 0.6μM enterobactin was sufficient to restore growth of strain KG1748
and maximally repress transcription of PykuN-lacZ, similar to treatment with conditioned
medium from the bacillibactin-producing strain EMR135 (Fig 3.8B, top graph, open
circles and black triangles, respectively and Fig 3.8C, series 1 - 2). As a control, this
same concentration of enterobactin had no effect on transcription of PykuN-lacZ in strain
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KG1752 containing a deletion of feuA (Fig 3.8B, bottom graph, open circles and Fig 8C,
series 1 - 2). This is consistent with previously published results by Ollinger et al., 2006
indicating that FeuABC-YusV is required for Fe+3-enterobactin utilization [27].
Interestingly, strain KG1752 (ΔfeuA) was able to utilize Efe acquisition factor
from conditioned medium to repress PykuN-lacZ, despite the presence of 0.6 μM
enterobactin (Fig 3.8B, bottom graph, open squares and Fig 3.8C, series 4). Similarly,
strain KG1748 (ΔefeU) was able to utilize purified enterobactin added to conditioned
medium, even in the presence of Efe acquisition factor (Fig 3.8B, top graph, open squares
and Fig 3.8C, series 4). As controls, the efeU mutant reporter strain, but not the feuA
mutant, was unable to respond to conditioned medium from strain JH642 (BB-) to repress
transcription of PykuN-lacZ as shown by high β-galactosidase activity and slow growth
(Fig 3.8B, top and bottom graphs, black squares and Fig 3.8C, series 3). Concentrations
of purified enterobactin greater than 0.6 μM chelate available iron from Efe acquisition
factor resulting in de-repression of PykuN-lacZ in the feuA mutant. Specifically, a 6-fold
increase in β-galactosidase activity was observed (OD600 ~1) when 1.2μM enterobactin
was added to conditioned medium from strain JH642 (Fig 3.8B, bottom graph, black
triangles) compared to conditioned medium treated with 0.6μM enterobactin or left
untreated (Fig 3.8B, bottom graph, open and black squares, respectively).
Taken together, these results indicate that enterobactin and, by inference,
bacillibactin when present at physiological concentrations (~0.6μM) is sufficient to
acquire iron and maintain homeostasis, but not in excess to outcompete other iron
acquisition systems, e.g., Efe acquisition factor, by sequestering all available iron. Thus,
the catecholic siderophores bacillibactin and enterobactin likely inhibit the production or
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secretion of Efe acquisition factor, but have no effect on its activity following secretion
into the growth medium when present at physiological concentrations. Only when
bacillibactin synthesis is perturbed, e.g., in strains JH642 (sfpo, dhbABCDE+) and
EMR130 (sfp+ ΔdhbABCDE), then active Efe acquisition factor accumulates in the
growth medium.

Figure 3.8. Regulation of Efe acquisition factor by bacillibactin and enterobactin.
A. Add-back experiments were performed with strain KG46 (PykuN-lacZ) using
conditioned medium isolated from isogenic strains JH642 (black) and EMR135 (gray).
Dilutions of conditioned medium were prepared using S750 medium with dilution
factors shown in parenthesis. BB+ = bacillibactin producing and BB- = bacillibactin
deficient strains. UM = Uninoculated Medium and CM = Conditioned Medium. At
each dilution, no statistical difference in β-galactosidase activity was observed from the
reporter strain after treatment with the two conditioned media. Experiments were
repeated in triplicate and standard error is shown.
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B. Add-back experiments were performed with strains KG1748 (PykuN-lacZ ΔefeU)
and KG1752 (PykuN-lacZ ΔfeuA). The minimal concentration of purified enterobactin
that repressed transcription of PykuN-lacZ from strain KG1748 was determined
empirically to be 0.6 μM. UM = Uninoculated Medium; CM (BB-) = Conditioned
Medium from bacillibactin deficient strain JH642, CM (BB+) = Conditioned Medium
from bacillibactin producing strain EMR135 (BB+); EB = enterobactin. A
representative experiment is shown. C. Experiments from Fig 7B were performed in
triplicate and standard error is shown. Strain KG1748 (PykuN-lacZ ΔefeU) in black
and strain KG1752 (PykuN-lacZ ΔfeuA) in gray. UM = Uninoculated Medium; CM
(BB-) = Conditioned Medium from bacillibactin deficient strain JH642, EB = 0.6 μM
enterobactin. Asterisks represent P-values < 0.01 between the two reporter strains at
each condition.

3.3 Discussion
In this work, we identified a novel iron acquisition activity produced by B.
subtilis. Although unidentified, we named the factor responsible for this activity
elemental Fe+2/+3 (Efe) acquisition factor because the EfeUMN complex is required for its
uptake by cells. Unlike most iron utilization systems that are regulated by Fur in
response to available iron, Efe acquisition factor is present during iron replete conditions
and is regulated independently of Fur. This work provides new insight into the reciprocal
regulation of Fur-dependent and Fur-independent iron acquisition systems. We expand
on the model of iron acquisition in B. subtilis to include Efe acquisition factor and its
regulation by bacillibactin. The implications of dual iron acquisition systems, and the
conservation of efeUMN and Efe acquisition factor among bacteria and fungi are
discussed.

3.3.1 Efe acquisition factor could be a siderophore or an iron reductase
In B. subtilis, elemental Fe+2 and Fe+3 are transported directly into cells via the
EfeUMN complex (Cartron et al. 2006; Miethke et al. 2013). The use of iron reductases
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and small molecular weight siderophores are two strategies bacteria have evolved to
acquire iron (Fenton 1894; Guerinot 1994; Neilands 1981). Siderophores are small
molecular weight molecules (<1 kDa) that are synthesized non-ribosomally from
chemical precursors, e.g., 2, 3-dihydroxybenzoic acid with a high affinity for Fe+3 (Ito
1993; Grossman et al. 1993; May et al. 2001). In contrast, iron reductases are typically
larger proteins or protein complexes (Lovley and Phillips 1986). Biochemical
characterization of the iron acquisition activity present in conditioned medium indicates
that the molecule(s) responsible for the activity has a small molecular weight (<3 KDa),
is non-proteinaceous, and resistant to heat (Fig 3.4B). These physical properties, coupled
with the biologically available form of iron present during aerobic growth conditions,
e.g., Fe+3, suggests that Efe acquisition factor could be a siderophore.
Alternatively, an iron reductase would also explain the observed iron acquisition
activity present in conditioned medium of strain JH642. Shewanella spp. secrete small
Flavin molecules (~350 Da) into the growth medium that have been shown to reduce
Fe+3-oxides for subsequent uptake into cells (Vartivarian and Cowart 1999). Although no
detectable ferrous iron was observed in conditioned medium of strain JH642, it is
possible that Fe+3 is reduced, but the concentration of Fe+2 is below the level of detection
for the assay (0.5μM). A soluble iron reductase is unlikely to explain the observed
activity since free Fe+2 in solution will rapidly and spontaneously oxidize to Fe+3 during
aerobic growth. Alternatively, iron reduction could occur at the membrane, followed by
immediate transport of ferrous iron into cells that would be missed with the ferrozine
assay.
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At this time, we are unable to determine whether the source of iron entering cells
is free iron (Fe+2 or Fe+3) produced from an iron reductase or iron bound to a chelator,
e.g., a siderophore. Interestingly, Efe acquisition factor and the catecholic siderophores
appear to utilize a common form of iron, e.g., Fe+3, since high concentrations of purified
enterobactin inhibit iron uptake via the EfeUMN complex, presumably by sequestering
away available iron (Fig 3.8B, black triangles). Regardless of the state of iron or the
identity of the molecule(s) responsible for its import into cells, it is clear this novel iron
acquisition activity plays an important role in providing a biologically active form of iron
that can be utilized by cells to maintain iron homeostasis.

3.3.2 Model for regulation of Efe acquisition factor by bacillibactin
Undomesticated strains of B. subtilis produce the siderophore bacillibactin (DHB
glycine-threonine). Many laboratory strains, including JH642 used in these studies, fail
to produce bacillibactin because of mutations in sfp. However, strain JH642 produces
itoic acid (DHB glycine), a precursor to bacillibactin with weak iron chelating activity
(Grossman et al. 1993; Nakano et al. 1992). Bacillibactin, but not itoic acid, inhibits the
production or activity of Efe acquisition factor by an unknown mechanism (Figs 3.7A
and 3.7B, gray bars; Fig 3.9A, left). It is unlikely that bacillibactin outcompetes Efe
acquisition factor for iron as similar iron binding activities were observed in conditioned
medium from strains producing either Efe acquisition factor or bacillibactin (Fig 3.8A).
Moreover, physiological concentrations of purified enterobactin and, by inference,
bacillibactin have no effect on the activity of secreted Efe acquisition factor or its import
into cells via the EfeUMN complex (Figs 3.8B and 3.8C). Thus, it appears bacillibactin
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modulates the activity of Efe acquisition factor at a step prior to its secretion into the
growth medium. The simplest explanation is that bacillibactin functions directly or
indirectly as a co-regulatory factor to control the expression of genes required for the
synthesis of Efe acquisition factor. Alternatively, bacillibactin could affect the secretion
or modify the activity of Efe acquisition factor prior to secretion into the environment.
Regardless of the mechanism, Efe acquisition factor acts as a fail-safe for
successful iron acquisition should the Fur-mediated system become inactivated due to
genetic mutation. This is most obvious in strain KG1748 (sfp0, ΔefeU(ywbL)) that is
unable to synthesize bacillibactin, but also lacks the ability to import Efe acquisition
factor. Strain KG1748 exhibits classic signs of iron starvation, even in the presence of
5μM FeCl3 in the growth medium. First, cells have a severe growth defect with complete
growth arrest occurring around OD600 ~0.2. Second, transcription of Fur-regulated genes
is maximally de-repressed as cells attempt to acquire additional iron to maintain cellular
processes (Fig 3.6B, black circles). Itoic acid has reported weak iron chelating activity
(Ito 1993; Grossman et al. 1993; May et al. 2001). Although strain KG1748 produces
itoic acid, it is insufficient to sustain continued growth (Fig 3.6B, black circles). The iron
deprived state of strain KG1748 can be rescued by treating cells with exogenous iron
chelators, e.g., citrate. Immediately following the addition of citrate to the growth
medium, cells resume growth and Fur-regulated genes are repressed as the cell’s
requirement for iron is satisfied (Fig 3.6B, open circles).
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Figure 3.9. Model for regulation of Efe acquisition factor by bacillibactin and
density-dependent regulation of the iron response. A. Bacillibactin acts as the
primary siderophore used by B. subtilis, while Efe acquisition factor serves as a backup.
The activity of Efe acquisition factor is inhibited by bacillibactin. In the absence of
bacillibactin, Efe acquisition factor serves as the sole iron acquisition system. B. In the
absence of bacillibactin, secretion of Efe acquisition factor coordinates the iron
response with population density. At low cell density when the concentration of Efe
acquisition factor is low, transcription of Fur-regulated genes is de-repressed as cells
attempt to acquire additional iron to maintain homeostasis. Efe acquisition factor
accumulates in the growth medium as the culture progresses through the growth cycle.
At high cell density, sufficient Efe acquisition factor is present and transcription of Furregulated genes is repressed. Among the genes repressed by Fur is the efeUMN operon
whose gene products are required for the import of Efe acquisition factor.
In B. subtilis, bacillibactin serves as the primary siderophore for iron acquisition.
Fur directly regulates transcription of the dhbABCDE operon that encodes the
bacillibactin biosynthetic machinery. In addition, Fur regulates the transcription of
feuABC and yusV genes whose protein products comprise the Fe+3-bacillibactin uptake
complex (Fuangthong and Helmann 2003; Marsili et al.2008). By controlling
bacillibactin production and its uptake with a common regulatory factor, i.e., Fur, cells
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can effectively coordinate iron uptake with available iron to maintain iron homeostasis.
In the absence of bacillibactin, iron availability and uptake are decoupled as Efe
acquisition factor is produced during iron replete conditions (Fig 3.9A, right). At first
glance, this would appear energetically costly to the cell, but without this activity, cells
are starved for iron and unable to maintain basic cellular processes even with the
presence of 5μM FeCl3 in the growth medium (Fig 3.6B, black circles).

3.3.3 Density-dependent regulation of the iron response by Efe acquisition factor
In Vibrio vulnifficus, quorum sensing and Fur work in concert to coordinate the
iron response with available iron and population density. The result is increased
expression of the siderophore vulnibactin at low cell density when cells are actively
growing and require additional iron, followed by reduced expression of vulnibactin at
high cell density when cells enter into stationary phase and the requirement for iron is
less critical (Moore and Helmann 2005).
A similar strategy is used by laboratory strains of B. subtilis to coordinate the iron
response with population density. However, instead of utilizing the quorum response,
accumulation of Efe acquisition factor in the growth medium provides a way to
coordinate transcription of iron responsive genes with population density. At low-cell
density, when the concentration of Efe acquisition factor is low, cells are limited for iron,
and transcription of Fur-regulated genes is de-repressed as actively growing cells attempt
to acquire additional iron (Figs 3.3A and 3.8B, left). As the culture progresses through
the growth cycle, Efe acquisition factor accumulates in the growth medium. At high cell
density when cells are metabolically less active, the concentration of Efe acquisition
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factor is high and transcription of Fur-regulated genes is repressed (Figs 3.3A, and 3.9B,
right). Although the production of Efe acquisition factor is not directly regulated by Fur
(Fig 3.5A), transcription of the efeUMN operon, whose protein products are involved in
iron utilization, is directly regulated by Fur (Drechsel and Winkelmann 1997).
Repression of efeUMN by Fur is predicted to limit the amount of iron imported into cells,
enabling cells to fine tune iron import and prevent the accumulation of excess iron
leading to the formation of reactive oxygen species and cellular damage.

3.3.4 Conservation of Efe acquisition factor among bacteria and yeast
The efeUMN operon is highly conserved among many bacteria and yeast (Cartron
et al. 2006; Kosman 2003; Miethke et al. 2013). Until now, the role of an associated iron
acquisition factor has been overlooked. Efe acquisition factor is produced in B. subtilis
and E. coli and its reciprocal regulation by Fur-mediated catecholic siderophores, e.g.,
bacillibactin and enterobactin, is also common to both species of bacteria (Fig 3.7).
Given the conservation of the efeUMN operon and Fur-regulated iron acquisition systems
among bacteria, it is interesting to consider that a similar Efe acquisition factor is
produced by other microbes. The fact that Fur-regulated iron acquisition systems
modulate the activity of Efe acquisition factor, at least in B. subtilis and E. coli, might
explain why this activity has eluded identification in other bacteria. Since many bacteria
and fungi lack Fur-regulated, or equivalent, iron acquisition systems, perhaps these
microbes utilize Efe acquisition factor to acquire iron.
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Strain
E. coli
MG1655
EMR 126

Relevant Genotype

Reference

K-12 F– λ– ilvG– rfb-50 rph-1
MG1655 ΔentC::kan

[1]
This study

B. subtilis
(undomesticated strains)
DS7187
EMR130

NCIB3610 pBS32::ΔcomI
DS7187 ΔdhbABCDE::erm

[2]
This study

B. subtilis
(laboratory strains)
JH642
JMS122
KG60
KG56
EMR135
KG1743

trpC3, pheA1
JH642 ΔcomA::cm
JH642 Δfur::erm
JH642 ΔdhbABCDE::erm
JH642 sfpo amyE::Psfp-sfp+::cm
JH642 ΔefeUMN(ywbLMN)::erm

[3]
[4]
This study
This study
This study
This study

Promoter-lacZ fusions
NC209

JH642 amyE::PdhbA-lacZ neo

KG KG1275
KG19
KG1283
KG46
KG1271
KG1748
KG1752
KG1754
KG1755
KG1757
EMR224

Grossman
lab
JH642 amyE::PdhbA-lacZ neo Δfur::erm
This study
JH642 amyE::PfeuA-lacZ neo
This study
JH642 amyE::PfeuA-lacZ neo Δfur::erm
This study
JH642 amyE::PykuN-lacZ neo
This study
JH642 amyE::PykuN-lacZ neo Δfur::erm
This study
JH642 amyE::PykuN-lacZ neo ΔefeU(ywbL)::cm This study
JH642 amyE::PykuN-lacZ neo ΔfeuA::spc
This study
JH642 amyE::PykuN-lacZ neo ΔyfhA::spc
This study
JH642 amyE::PykuN-lacZ neo ΔfhuB::erm
This study
JH642 amyE::PykuN-lacZ neo ΔyfmC::erm
This study
JH642 amyE::PykuN-lacZ neo ΔyfmC::erm
This study
ΔfeuA::spc

Table 3.2 Strains used in this study. (a) E. coli strain EMR126 is a derivative of
strain MG1655 (K-12 F– λ– ilvG– rfb-50 rph-1). Strain DS7187, a derivative of the
prototrophic strain NCIB 3610, is an undomesticated strain of B. subtilis that contains
a deletion of the comI gene present on plasmid pBS32 (Andrews et al. 2003).
Domesticated, laboratory strains of B. subtilis are derived from strain JH642 and
contain mutations in trpC and pheA, required for tryptophan and phenylalanine
biosynthesis, respectively.
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3.4 Materials and Methods

3.4.1 Growth media
Liquid cultures were grown in S7 defined minimal medium salts (Wen et al.
2012) containing 50 mM 4-morpholinepropanesulfonic acid instead of 100mM (S750) and
supplemented with 1% glucose, 0.1% glutamate, and the following trace metals: 2μM
MgCl2, 0.7μM CaCl2, 50μM MnCl2, 1μM ZnCl2, 1μg/ml thiamine, and 5μM FeCl3.
Solid medium plates contained Spizizen salts (Vasantha and Freese 1980) supplemented
with 1% glucose, and 0.1% glutamate. For growth of B. subtilis and E. coli, minimal
media was supplemented with tryptophan (40μg/ml), and phenylalanine (40μg/ml), and
threonine (200μg/ml), where appropriate. LB agar plates were used for routine cloning
and growth of B. subtilis and E. coli. The following concentrations of antibiotics were
used: ampicillin (100μg/ml), neomycin (2.5μg/ml), tetracycline (12μg/ml), phleomycin
(8μg/ml), chloramphenicol (5μg/ml), spectinomycin (100μg/ml), and erythromycin
(0.5μg/ml) and lincomycin (12.5μg/ml) together to select for macrolidelincosamidestreptogramin B resistance.

3.4.2 Growth conditions
Overnight cultures grown as light lawns on Spizizen minimal medium plates
(Vasantha and Freese 1980) were used to inoculate shaker flasks containing S750
minimal medium at a final OD600~0.02. Cultures were incubated at 37oC with vigorous
aeration. For the experiments described in Fig 3.5B, S750 minimal medium was first
prepared without FeCl3. The appropriate amount of FeCl3 was then added to the medium.
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Note that some iron is still present in the medium without FeCl3 as care was not taken to
completely remove all residual iron from the glassware.
To prepare conditioned medium, cultures were grown to the appropriate cell
density (determined by OD600), and cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 5,000 x g for
10 min at 4oC. Typically, low density cultures were grown to OD600 ~0.2 while high
density cultures were grown to OD600 ~1 – 2. The liquid medium was filtered into a
sterile bottle using a 0.2μm SFCA membrane bottle top filter (Thermo Scientific). Cellfree conditioned medium and uninoculated medium, treated the same way, were stored at
4oC until further use.
Add-back experiments using conditioned medium were performed by inoculating
an overnight test culture in freshly prepared S750 minimal medium at a final OD600 ~0.02.
The culture was allowed to grow at 37oC with vigorous aeration until OD600 ~0.2. An
equal volume of culture was added to two separate flasks that were pre-equilibrated to
37oC with either conditioned medium or uninoculated medium. Growth was allowed to
resume by incubation at 37oC with vigorous aeration. Samples were taken at the
specified times for RNA isolation or assay of β-galactosidase activity.

3.4.3 Plasmids, strains, and alleles
Escherichia coli strain MG1655 (K-12 F– λ– ilvG– rfb-50 rph-1) was used in the
add-back experiments described in Fig 3.7C. Bacillus subtilis strains in Table 1 were
derived from the parental laboratory strain JH642 (trpC2 pheA1) (Harwood and Cutting
1990) or the undomesticated, prototrophic strain DS7187, a derivative of NCIB 3610 that
contains a deletion of comI on plasmid pBS32 (Perego et al. 1988). E. coli strains DH5α
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and AG1111 (a MC1061 derivative with F’(lacIq) lacZM15 Tn10) were used for routine
cloning.

3.4.3.1 Promoter-lacZ fusions
Promoter fusions to lacZ were constructed and integrated into the amyE locus of
B. subtilis by homologous recombination. Briefly, primers were used to amplify by PCR
the first ~500 bp upstream of the beginning of the coding sequence and into the coding
sequence of genes fhuD, ykuN, and feuA. A termination codon (TAA) was engineered
after the first 10 amino acids of each gene. EcoRI and BamHI restriction enzyme
recognition sites were incorporated into the forward and reverse primers, respectively.
PCR products were digested with EcoRI and BamHI restriction enzymes (NEB) and
ligated with T4 DNA Ligase (NEB) into plasmid pKS2 (Konkol et al. 2013). Ligation
reactions were transformed into E. coli strain DH5α or AG1111 and plated on LB solid
medium with ampicillin. Clones were verified by DNA sequencing (UMASS Core
Facility). Plasmid DNA was linearized by digestion with NcoI restriction enzyme
(NEB), transformed into B. subtilis strain JH642 by a two-step procedure described in
Boguslawski et al., 2015, and plated on LB solid medium with neomycin.

3.4.3.2 Gene disruptions
Insertion disruptions of fur and dhbABCDE were constructed and integrated into
the B. subtilis chromosome. Briefly, pGEMcat::erm was created by amplifying the
promoter region and erythromycin resistance gene from pCAL215 (Boguslawski et al.
2015). The DNA fragment was directionally cloned into pGEMcat by digestion with
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restriction enzymes BamHI and XbaI, followed by ligation with T4 DNA ligase (NEB).
Ligation reactions were transformed into E. coli strain DH5α or AG1111 and plated on
LB solid medium with ampicillin. Clones were verified by DNA sequencing (UMASS
Core Facility). The construct was designated pGEMcat::erm.
Plasmid pGEMcat::erm was used to create gene disruptions in fur and
dhbABCDE. Briefly, primers were used to amplify ~500 bp upstream and downstream of
each coding sequence. Restriction sites were engineered into the primers for directional
cloning of the DNA fragments into pGEMcat::erm. Ligation reactions were transformed
into E. coli and plated on LB solid medium with ampicillin. Clones were verified by
DNA sequencing (UMASS Core Facility). Plasmid DNA was linearized by digestion
with NcoI restriction enzyme (NEB), transformed into B. subtilis strain JH642, and plated
on LB solid medium with erythromycin.

3.4.4 Oligonucleotides
All oligonucleotides used in this study were synthesized and desalted by
Integrated DNA Technologies. Sequences are available upon request. Primers for qPCR were designed using Primer 3 (Auchtung et al. 2007; Untergasser et al. 2012). We
used an optimum size of 20 nucleotides, a melting temperature of 60oC, a PCR product
size of 75-200 bp, and the remaining default settings.
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3.4.5 Computational analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel and the suite of
statistical tools from In-silico (http://www.in-silico.net). Double sample Student’s t-tests
were performed and a P-value of 0.01 was used as a cut-off for statistical significance.

3.4.6 Microarray analyses
Add-back experiments using strain JMS122 (∆comA::cat) and conditioned
medium from strain JH642 or uninoculated medium were conducted as described above
with minor modifications. Briefly, an overnight culture of strain JMS122 (∆comA::cat)
was grown with vigorous aeration at 37oC until OD600 ~0.2. An equal volume of culture
was added to two separate flasks that were pre-equilibrated to 37oC with either
conditioned medium or uninoculated medium. The cultures were incubated at 37oC with
vigorous aeration for 30 min. A 25 ml aliquot of culture was removed and added to 25
ml of cold methanol. Cells were harvested and total RNA was prepared as previously
described (Koressaar and Remm 2007). Briefly, cells were pelleted by centrifugation at
12,000g for 20 min at 4oC and the supernatant discarded. The cell pellets were
resuspended in cold methanol, pelleted by centrifugation at 12,000g for 5 min at 4oC, and
stored at -20oC until further use. Total RNA was isolated using an RNAeasy kit as
described by the manufacturer (Qiagen).
RNA from each sample was reverse transcribed and labeled as previously
described (Britton et al. 2002). A reference cDNA sample was prepared by combining
equal amounts of the two labeled cDNA pools prepared from uninoculated and
conditioned media. Labeled cDNA from each experimental sample was hybridized with
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the labeled reference cDNA to 65-mer oligonucleotides on the microarray slide that
correspond to each of the ~4200 genes in B. subtilis. Microarray slides were scanned and
analyzed as previously described (Britton et al. 2002).
The Statistical Analysis of Microarrays (SAM) program was used to identify
genes whose expression changed 2.5-fold or greater with 95% or greater confidence
(http://statweb.stanford.edu/~tibs/SAM/). The average ratios were determined for three
independent experiments (Table 3.2). The genes were arranged into known or putative
operons based on the predicted co-orientation of transcription and the absence of
predicted Rho-independent terminators as annotated by the Subtilist web server
(http://genolist.pasteur.fr/SubtiList/). Genes that are part of a known or predicted operon,
but with changes less than 2.5-fold with a 95% or greater confidence were also included
in Table 3.2.

3.4.7 Quantitative RT-PCR
Cultures were grown in S750 minimal medium as described above, 5 - 10 ml
aliquots were removed at the specified times, and an equal volume of cold methanol was
added to each aliquot. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 12,000 x g for 5 min at
4oC, and total RNA was prepared as described previously [53]. Briefly, cells were
pelleted by centrifugation at 14,000 x g for 20 mines at 4oC and the supernatant
discarded. The cell pellet was resuspended in cold methanol, and stored at -20oC until
further use. RNA was isolated using RNeasy mini columns according to the
manufacturer (Qiagen). RNA quality was assessed by monitoring the integrity of
ribosomal RNA using gel electrophoresis. Genomic DNA was removed from the RNA
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sample by treatment with DNaseI (Roche) for 30 min at 37oC, followed by heat
inactivation 75oC for 20 min. The SuperScript III first strand cDNA synthesis kit was
used along with 0.5 – 1μg of total RNA and random hexamers to prepare cDNA
according to the manufacturer (Invitrogen). Real time PCR was used with Brilliant III
Ultra Fast qPCR SYBR green according to the manufacturer (Agilent Technologies)
along with a Mx3000PQPCR thermocycler and MxProQPCR Software (Strategene). The
following conditions were used for PCR: 1 cycle of 95oC for 3 min to denature DNA, 40
cycles of 95oC for 20 sec, followed by 60oC for 20 sec for amplification, and 1 cycle of
95oC for 1 min, 55oC for 30 sec, and 95oC for 30 sec to generate the dissociation curve.
The data were calibrated to divIC mRNA since the abundance of divIC mRNA remained
constant throughout the growth cycle during the conditions used in these experiments.

3.4.8 Beta-galactosidase assays
Liquid cultures were grown in shaker flasks at 37oC with vigorous aeration. One
ml aliquots were removed and placed in a 2.2 ml 96-well polypropylene block that was
stored at -20oC until time to assay β-galactosidase activity. A second aliquot was taken
to determine OD600. β-galactosidase activity was determined as previously described by
Griffith and Grossman, 2008. Briefly, cells were prepared by thawing to room
temperature, adding 20μl of toluene to each well, and permeabilizing cells directly in the
block with vigorous pipetting up and down using a multi-channel pipettor. The assay
was initiated with the addition of 20μl freshly prepared Ortho-nitrophenyl-β-Dgalactopyranoside (4 mg/ml) and terminated with the addition of 40μl 1M Na2CO3. Cell
debris was pelleted in a microtiter plate by centrifugation at 3,000 x g for 10 min. A
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100μl aliquot of each supernatant was transferred to a new plate using a multichannel
pipettor. A420 was determined using a SpectraMax plate reader (Molecular Dynamics)
and data analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel. β-galactosidase activity/ml was
calculated as 1000 x [(∆A420/min/ml)] and β-galactosidase specific activity as 1000 x
[(∆A420/min/ml)]/OD600 of culture.

3.4.9 Characterization of conditioned medium
To begin to characterize the molecule(s) responsible for the iron chelating activity
present in the growth medium of strain JH642, conditioned medium was treated as
described below and add-back experiments performed using strain NC209 (PdhbA-lacZ).

3.4.9.1 Physical characterization
The minimal concentration of DNaseI, RNaseA, and Proteinase K was
empirically determined to degrade plasmid DNA, rRNA, and BSA, respectively, as
determined by gel electrophoresis. Specifically, conditioned medium was treated
individually with each of the following: 10 kuniz/ml DNaseI (Sigma) for 1 hr at 37oC; 1
kunitz/ml RNaseA (Sigma) for 1 hr at 37oC; and 150 μAu/ml (Qiagen) for 3 hrs at 37oC,
followed by heat inactivation at 75oC for 20 min; heat (75oC for 20 min); long term cold
storage (4oC for at least 3 months); Centricon-3 (5,000g at 4oC).
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3.4.9.2 Assay of ferrous iron
Iron standards were prepared using 100μl known concentration (0 – 30 nmoles) of
Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2 (Sigma) in a sealed and flushed serum bottle containing 1.9ml of
degassed oxalate solution (28g/L ammonium oxalate, 15g/L oxalic acid) (Sigma).
Conditioned medium samples (100 – 300μl) were also prepared with degassed oxalate
solution. An aliquot (20μl) of the sample in oxalate solution was added to 1ml ferrozine
solution (1g/L ferrozine in 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.0, 20 mM Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2 in 0.5 N HCl.
Samples were vortexed and A562nm was determined using a spectrophotometer (Milton
Roy, Spectronic 601). Alternatively, undiluted conditioned medium or conditioned
medium that had been concentrated 100-fold by evaporation using a speed vacuum was
added directly to the ferrozine solution and assayed as described above.
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